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Title word cross-reference

1 [ARV+18, FFG+18, SPE+17a, VMR+19]. 2 [MF16b]. 3
[CCQ+18, CBM+16, LE16, MPMP16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW+19,
RGOS+16, SZL+16, Sør17, SBP+16, WZG+17, WWT18]. Cde55 [JRH+16].
[LCD+17]. Zyg11 [BHS+16, Bra16]. 1 [CNC+18]. 2
[CCCL17, CWZ+15, Dic17, GPD+19, HQW15, JJW17, KML+15, LLW+15,
MBC+19, DR19, SKZ+18a, Yu19]. 2a [XJG+17]. 3 [RSC+19]. α
[BNS+17, BKG5+15, BAGM17, CST+16, CHI+15, CKS+15, DR16,
FBBRCA+18, FRP+17, GSP+18, HDA+17, JCK+19, K15a, KT15b,
LLC+17, LBV+17, MB17a, MSS+17, NNK+15, PAC+15, Qi17, RKK+18,
STR+18, SSV+18, SFZ+17, TTU+17, WWZ+18, WIS+17, YTGA16, ZT15].
\( \beta \) [AGB+19, ACG+17, ARV+18, BAGM17, CHS+17, CSG+15, CIK+17,
DVS+17, DKA+16, FWL+17, FVF+16, GBD+18, HAK+15, JLB+18,
JJB+19, Les15u, LJ17b, LDR+19, LSS+15, LLC+17, MA17, MSS+17,
PhHS+16, PTK16, PLH18, PW19, PAC+15, RR+17, Sho15s, SPJ+15,
SHVO+18, SLG+18, TSK+18, TSK+19, VXF+15, WWZ+18, WEQ+15,
WGHE+18, XWZ+15, XMJ+19, XTT+18, YYY+15, ZT15]. \( \beta_{1-42} \) [QYC+17].
\( \delta \) [DVS+17, GSD+15, RKK+18, WDM+15]. \( \gamma \) [CKS+15, IZZ+18, cLNF+16,
LDR+19, LBV+17, MSL+17, MSL16, SVD+15, Sho15-68, SKZ+18b]. \( \kappa \)
[Hu15, LAMACE+17, MCS+15, YGMR+17, ZLG+15, dVGO+16]. \( \mu \)
[NEW+17].

-1 [RKK+18]. -actin [MSS+17, SVD+15, Sho15-68, SPJ+15]. -actinin-
[KT15a, KT15b]. -appendage [FRP+17]. -arrestin [HDA+17, PhHS+16].
-barrel [JLB+18, WEQ+15]. -binding [RSC+19]. -Catenin
[CH+15, WGHE+18, WIS+17, GBD+18, LJ17b, RR+17, MB17a].
-dependent [KT15a, KT15b, CBM+16]. -directed [GSD+15].
-Glycan-dependent [LGH+18]. -induced [VXF+15, XWZ+15]. -Integrins
[JCK+19]. -kinase [GWZ+19, JJB+19]. -like [DVS+17]. -phosphatase
[DZB+18, NMN+15]. -phosphate [HHM15, Les15o, LJS+16a, LJS+16b].
-PIX [LS+15]. -QC [MPA+16]. -Secretase [IZZ+18, LDR+19].
-secretases [CKS+15]. -stimulated [MWSM18, MWSM19]. -synuclein
[CST+16, DR16]. -TAT1 [FBBRCA+18]. -tubulin
[BNS+17, cLNF+16, MSL16, SKZ+18b]. -TuSC [cLNF+16].

/H [MPMP16].

1 [AZS+15, BKH+15, CWL+17, CRPSC+19, CPBG19, CST+16, CYL+18,
CLBB15, CBB15, DDAR+16, DR16, DKA+16, DLBMA+15, FSB+15,
GCJ+15, HBS+15, HAR+15, JNW15, KCB+16, LAMACE+17, MSK+18,
MFP17, MDC+16, NEW+17, NNK+15, OOT+18, QCC+19, SCNTC+18,
Sed15x, Sho15-48, SENL+15, SLH17, TNP+15, TCD+15, XMJ+19, YHG+17,
YKKB17]. 1/APP1 [LRM+19]. 1/Bora [TNP+15]. 1/BUB
[KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. 1/p38 [DKA+16]. 10 [LWH+18]. 103/ [PPK+16].
11 [CNN+17, Les17]. 14-3-3 [BBS+17, Das17, iNLM+19]. 16 [WZR19]. 17
[Juh16, MLM16]. 170 [JNW15]. 1A [BRY+19, KCB+16]. 1b
[IYP+18, PLD+15, HBDW+15]. 1E [THA+16].

2 [BBSA+16, BVR+17, CLV17, CLO+19, DMS+15, DKA+16, EMRS+18, EPF16,
FVF+16, GCC+18, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, NWD+19, SAF+19, WWZ+17].
2/SEDB1 [DMG+19]. 200 [HBWY18]. 203 [LCM+16].

3 [BVR+17, DDAR+16, HBDW+15, KSM+18, LRBB15, Les15t, LCZ+16,


5 [RHC+16, LWH+18, SNGO16]. 5-bisphosphate [GCJ+15]. 5'-Inositol [RHC+16]. 51 [OMKM16]. 53BP1 [LDU+16, BCMM+19, Can19, LCD+17, MAK+16]. 5P [JJW17].

6 [ABPS17, CIS+17, CYL+18, dVGO+16]. 60S [BMW+18]. 65 [DMG+19]. 6a [CYT+18]. 6B [SXT16].

7 [CSC+15, Sho15-34]. 7/ [ZLG+15]. 70/110 [PXN18].

8 [GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a, KKP+17, SKZ+18a]. 84 [SJ16].

actin-based [HH16]. actin-binding [GDB+15, OLT+19].
actin-cytoskeletal [RSC+15]. actin-dependent [DQB+16, YEM+19].
actin-filled [FLLM17]. actin-mediated [MBS+18, vGWC+18]. actinin
[KT15a, KT15b]. action [KHS+16, MSvO17, Sho16-37, Sho18e]. actions
[MSE+17, vHGd+15]. activate [LMPG+15, PYO+18]. activated
[CSS+19, GSP+18, GSM+15, NWFY15, WHS+19, WIS+17, YWW17, YNN18].
activates
[BNB+15, CZZ+15, IBG+15, LM15, MSK+18, MCL+15, TJF18, WFOA15].
Activating [PHKY17, SENL+15, YHG+17]. activation
[AGGSF+16, APS+17, AIS+18, ANM+19, BLG+15, Bob17, BLZ+15,
CWL+17, CPCr+15, CLBB15, DPS+18, DCO+12, DCO+16, FTAB+15,
GBD+18, GLC+19, GAS+15, HMM+19, HB16, HLEM+18, IKT+18, KSL+17,
LH15, LS18, LWH+18, LBV+17, MMW+19, MAK+16, MCS+15, MCGC+15,
MJSB16, NKP+15, PLS+15, PTMP+15, SV16, SSRG18, SK16b, SQC+16,
SS18, TNP+15, TF16, TGQ+17, UFT+15, VXF+15, WG16, WXC+18,
WWZ+18, WWZ+17, Woo18, WKW+15, YTL15, dIRHM+18]. activator
[BC19, GSKL+18, GTD+18, ODH19, RYS+15]. Active
[HLST19, SHVO+18, CL19, GBB+19, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, cLNf+16,
MWT+16, NHA+19, SES+19, THM+19]. Activity
[GSs+17, AFT+19, BMS+17, CIK+17, CYL+18, DKM+15, ESS+17,
FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GHD+17, GBD+18, GLJ+17, GLS+15, HZL+15,
HCN+15, IKK+18, KBB+15, KBB+16, LJ17a, LRBB15, Log17, LWF+15,
MKs+18, MGT+19, MpDN+17, MCL+15, RGM+16, SSH+15, TBJ+17,
TF19, VMR+19, WDM+15, ZAT+19, ZAT+17]. Activity-dependent
[GSs+17, HZL+15]. actomyosin
[CMMB+15, HLHF15, MHY+16, NLBA+15, OKN+16, XS16, Mar16b]. acts
[CSc+15, FG15, HB18, LWH+18, SBC+16a, SBC+16b]. acute
[CHZ+17, GD16, NS15, NKX+15]. ADAM10 [DCO+12, DCO+16].
ADAM10/Kuzbanian [DCO+12, DCO+16]. adapt [PXN18]. adaptability
[Sho17]. adapter [WV18b]. adapters [BhiHS+17]. adaptor [DKR+19a,
DKR+19b, MYT+16, NEW+17, SV16, SD19, VMR+19, WHS+19, ZY16].
adaptors [BDK+18]. adapts [OII18b]. added [Sho15-30]. Adding [Sho15c].
addition [CG17, MOM+18]. adducts [ABGG16]. Adenomatous [JBE+17].
adenosine [Xjg+17]. adenylyl [CS16a]. Adherens [SOII18, BPH+18,
CAP+16, ES18, GPA1A+18, KLS+19, TE15, TCD+15, WW16]. Adhesion
[Bea16, KG15, AMS+17, BP19c, CTI+19, CLBB15, DBC+15, DCM+17, ES18,
EVK+19, HfwV18, HHS+16, IKA+15, JAH118, JBE+17, JIB+19, KSG+16,
KS17, KOV+16a, KOV+16b, LLK+17, LDM17, LCM+16, LM19, LBJ+19,
MCO+19, POE+16, PMG+17, RbZ18, SSPD15, WCl+18, WIS+17, ZBl8].
adhesion-based [JKA+15]. adhesions [FBPN+18, FKG+19, GGF+19,
Sho15i, Sho16s, SHVO+18, SZR+15, TLMG+15]. adhesive [HVH+19].
adipocyte [SQB+15]. adipocytes [BBC+16]. adipogenesis [EW17].

avoid [ML15b, RM16, Sho16z]. GTD \textit{baton} [O’D18d].
dVGO RGOS [BCG barcoding] [Bra16, Rab17, VHB18].
RGM [DATI18, FLLM17, HH16, ISK+15, KDR+19, KSM+17, RGOS+16, THG19].
axons [GTW+15, VPD+16, ZHP+19].

autophagy-deficient [WCY+16a, WCY+16b].
autophagy-dependent [KSG+16].
autophagy-related [CD18].
Auwerx [Inf18c].
availability [AB18, PKKB17].
available [Av18a].
avenues [MG18].
avoid [ML15b, RM16, Sho16z].
avoiding [JW19].
award [Sho16a].
avay [Bao-Liang]

autophagy-dependent [LAMACE+17].
B1 [BHS+16, LTL+18, SHG+18, dVGO+16].
B2 [LTC+18].
B3 [KBK19, LIW+19].
B55 [MBG+18b, CHB+16].
B56 [HBM+19].
BACE1 [LDR+19].
Back [TL17, XS16, Jor16g, JGCAC+15, Sho15x].
back-to-back [XS16].
bacteria [BLL15, CSM17].
bacterial

BHK17, ISK+15, TLMG+15, VQ17, ZWB+19].
Badovinac [Pow15j].

BAF [KL19].
BAG3 [ALLY+17].
BAIAP3 [Ser17, ZM+17].
BAK [CLV17, iHM+17].
balance

DCB+15, EMRS+18, Mes16, Sed15t, Sho16l, SAO+17].
Balanced [Les15b].
balances [MTG18].
Balancing [Will15, TF19].
Bal巴拉 [O’D18c].
ballet

[Hen19].
bang [FLG+18, TNL18, Jan18].
Bao [O’D18a].

BAR [O’D18a].

KJON+17, SE19, SZK+19, UMC+15, UMC+17, WYV+19, WMB+15].
barcoding [BCG+19].
Bar [Jor16e].
barrel [JLB+18, WEQ+15].
Barres [AD18].
barrier [HSK+19, JKD+19, KHRL17, KSM+18, KBB+15, KBB+16, MRGB+16, NIN+19, Sho15-40, SSE18, SCK+19, SLN+15, TCD+15].
barrier-to-autointegration [HSK+19].

Basal

[LMTZ+18, MGT+19, BG3+16, GBRH15, HTK+16, PVP18, RDH+19].
based [DATI18, FLLM17, HH16, ISK+15, KJA+15, KDR+19, KSM+17, RGOS+16, THG19].
Basement [CC19, CPB+16, JCK+19].
basic [SHo16c].
basis [ATRG19, GFvA+15, MKA+17].

Baton [O’D18d].
Bayonets [ZB19].
BBF2H7 [ITN+17].

BBSome

[YNN18].
Bcl [CLV17].
Bcl-2 [CLV17].

BDNF
[BLZ⁺¹⁵, FTAB⁺¹⁵, ODH19]. BDNF-signaling [ODH19]. be
[Jor16b, LPWK15]. BEACH [LLW⁺¹⁷]. BEACH-containing [LLW⁺¹⁷].
beacon [PH16]. Bear [Cas16b]. Beata [Inf18a]. beating [BGJ⁺¹⁶].
becomes [Ser17]. before [LMC⁺¹⁸, SSRG18]. Beginning [Ger15]. behave
[Les15b]. behavior [CRZ⁺¹⁶, IBG⁺¹⁵, Wil15]. behind [OM19]. Ben
[AD18]. bending [TBJ⁺¹⁷]. bent [MOM⁺¹⁸]. best [NA16]. bet
[DAG⁺¹⁵, vHG⁺¹⁵]. Bet1 [MHA⁺¹⁹]. BethAnn [IO18]. better
[Les15b, NA16]. Between [Lov18, ABF⁺¹⁶, BFPD19, BDLB15, CANG⁺¹⁷,
CKS⁺¹⁵, CCH⁺¹⁷, GSRG⁺¹⁸, HGL⁺¹⁷, Inf18a, KTK⁺¹⁸, MGO⁺¹⁸,
PMRM17, PUY⁺¹⁹, SLW⁺¹⁸, SCG17, SZR⁺¹⁵, TE15, UDΗ⁺¹⁶, VGB⁺¹⁷].
Beyond [CD18, CC19, DR16, Gar15a]. Bhalla [Sed16d]. bias
Bidirectional [BMF⁺¹⁸, RFG⁺¹⁹]. bifurcated [CKKG17]. big
[FB15, FLG⁺¹⁸, FA16, MCI15, Jan18, TNK18]. BIK [CHL⁺¹⁹]. Bin1
[NiYT⁺¹⁶]. binders [HCML15]. Binding [MCL⁺¹⁵, BHB⁺¹⁸, BDLB15,
BPW15, Bob17, BS17b, CCQ⁺¹⁸, CBH⁺¹⁵, FCB⁺⁰⁹, FCB⁺¹⁹, GHF⁺¹⁶,
GDB⁺¹⁵, GLC⁺¹⁹, HKM⁺¹⁵, KGN⁺¹⁵, KDV⁺¹⁵, MDOS19, OLT⁺¹⁹,
PKC⁺¹⁶, QCC⁺¹⁹, QZY⁺¹⁹, RSC⁺¹⁹, SER⁺¹⁵, SMK⁺¹⁸, SG17, SIYM⁺¹⁸,
WV18b, HSN⁺¹⁶, LHY⁺¹⁹, NiG⁺¹⁸, NP0⁺¹⁷, YLND⁺¹⁶]. binds
[BBSA⁺¹⁶, CPEE⁺¹⁵, FLG⁺¹⁸, GDB⁺¹⁵, HBDW⁺¹⁵, MAJ⁺¹⁷, YVM18,
ZWS⁺¹⁶, vBMG⁺¹⁵]. bioavailability [SAF⁺¹⁹]. biochemical [ECAB⁺¹⁶].
bioenergetics [BBW⁺¹⁸, QJP⁺¹⁷]. biogenesis [BBJ⁺¹⁸, Bob18, CGD⁺¹⁸,
FWL⁺¹⁷, HSB⁺¹⁹, HAR⁺¹⁵, JLB⁺¹⁸, JHC⁺¹⁶, MGE⁺¹⁵, NP15, Sho16-29,
TTC⁺¹⁶, TF16, VYB⁺¹⁹, VKT⁺¹⁵, WEQ⁺¹⁵, ZNR⁺¹⁸, ZWB⁺¹⁹].
bioenergetics [BBW⁺¹⁸, QJP⁺¹⁷]. biogenesis [BBJ⁺¹⁸, Bob18, CGD⁺¹⁸,
FWL⁺¹⁷, HSB⁺¹⁹, HAR⁺¹⁵, JLB⁺¹⁸, JHC⁺¹⁶, MGE⁺¹⁵, NP15, Sho16-29,
TTC⁺¹⁶, TF16, VYB⁺¹⁹, VKT⁺¹⁵, WEQ⁺¹⁵, ZNR⁺¹⁸, ZWB⁺¹⁹].
biologist [Mar15, O’D17c, She15]. biology [BH15, Cas16a, CZP16, DD18,
Fuc15, Gar15b, GGR15, GD16, HCML15, ISK⁺¹⁵, JDG16, MXS17, May15,
MHW19, O’D17d, O’D18a, O’D19g, RSS15, SSC⁺¹⁹, Sch15, SQ15,
SK16b, SKG17, TGO15, Tar15, TMK18, Tra18, YH15, vS15, Hal15].
Biophysical [HSK⁺¹⁶, ECAB⁺¹⁶]. biorientation
[FTDC17, LJ17a, RGM⁺¹⁶]. biosensor [GPĐ⁺¹⁹, OSL⁺¹⁹]. biosensors
[OSL⁺¹⁹]. biosynthesis [Mes16]. biosynthetic [SJL⁺¹⁹]. bipartite
[SCL⁺¹⁹]. Biphasic [FLN⁺¹⁰, Nig⁺¹⁸, FLN⁺¹⁶]. bipolarity [ZLZD16].
biportion [ATRG19]. Bipotent [TGJ⁺¹⁷]. bisphosphate [GCJ⁺¹⁵].
bistability [DSSF⁺¹⁵]. bite [Sho16a]. black [THG19]. blastocyst [BMC15].
blebbing [HHB17]. blebs [CNS19]. BLM [CNA⁺¹⁷, DKS15, PMHB17].
Blob1 [Tra18]. blobs [NC18]. BLOC [FC16, CMS⁺¹⁵, DDR⁺¹⁶, MFP17].
BLOC-1 [DDR⁺¹⁶, MFP17]. BLOC-2 [CMS⁺¹⁵]. BLOC-3 [DDR⁺¹⁶].
block [XMJ⁺¹⁹]. blocking [VXF⁺¹⁵]. blocks [KKC⁺¹⁹, VLP⁺¹⁵]. Blood
[FG16, NIN⁺¹⁹, SLM⁺¹⁵]. Bloo1 [BMM⁺¹⁹]. blue [BP19a, BP19b].
blueprint [KWB⁺¹⁵]. Blume [Sed15p]. BMP [FVF⁺¹⁶, FG16, VAKB⁺¹⁸].
BMP-2 [FVF⁺¹⁶]. bMunc13 [KMK⁺¹⁷b, KMK⁺¹⁷b]. bMunc13-2
[KMK⁺¹⁷a, KMK⁺¹⁷b]. Bnip3 [GDL⁺¹⁵]. Board [Mar19]. bodies
[BGJ⁺¹⁶, BBK16, HTK⁺¹⁶, MPW⁺¹⁹, SD16a, YIT⁺¹⁵]. body

SXT16, BMC15, CBH+15, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, GBD+18, GDB+15, HLHFG15, JKD+19, RMS+18, Sho15v, VHB18. Cadherin-6B [SXT16].
cadherin/ [BK+15]. cadherins [KHS+16, SPE+17a]. Caenorhabditis [DRMW17, KFAMR17, LYO15, ZAA17]. Calcium
[ZZ+15, VMP16, BZG+17, CJS+18, GSM+15, KBJ16, MJ16, RYS+15, SD19, SK18b, WHS+19]. calcium-activated [WH19]. calmodulin
[ZZ+15]. calpain [AR+18]. calpain- [AR+18]. Calreticulin [SQB+15]. CaM [SZ+15]. cAMP [CS16a, GCVAGS+18, IdSCB+16, IKK+18]. Can
[Ava18, Bro16, LPWK15, LTC+18, MG16, PCK+17, VHB18, Ver16].
canalizes [DKMV15]. Cancer
[AC+17, BBMM+16, EAW+17, RMTR17, ALY+17, BS18, CC19, CBF+18, DMC+16, DCM+17, GLL+18b, GN18, JPC+17, KKP+17, Les15-30, Lin15, MB15, MCC+15, MSV16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MTC+17, NW+19, O’D18g, PAC+15, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, RHC+16, RGOS+16, RMS+18, RRM+17, STR+18, Sch17b, Sed15b, Sed15l, Sho16, TG19, TF19, VWM+18, vV17a].
Cancer-associated [AC+17, BBMM+16, EAW+17]. candle [O’D19c].
candles [O’D19c]. cannibalism [Pas19]. canonical
[DRMW17, DGS+18, HB18]. can’t [Kaw17]. capacity [MPDN+17, PBL+19].
capillary [KJZ+19]. capillary-like [KJZ+19]. capping [AKD+17].
Caprin1 [KPA+16]. capsid [ZZ+18]. capture
[BCH+18, HK15, JIB+19, MAJ+19]. carbon [S16-37]. carboxyl [CAA+17].
carcinogenesis [ZL+15]. carcinoma [LAMACE+17]. cardiact
[ASP+16, BFS+19, CMTH+15, MT19]. Cardiolipin [VGB+17, RXEB+19].
cardiomyocyte [AGGSF+16, DV16]. cardiomyocytes
[ASP+16, DK+16]. cardiomyopathies [MHW19]. cardiomyopathy
[CRC+15]. cardiovascular [CLL+16]. Career [Mar19, O’D17d, Sil16a].
Cargo [KJ17, MFVS18, VKJ+15, CPB19, CBM+16, CCM+19, DMS+15, GM16, ITN+17, KMBO+15, KOK+19, LHT+19, MAJ+17, MGJ+16, MPW+19, SSM+18, SV16, SDHC17, WJ18b].
cargo- [ITN+17].
Cargo-selective [KJ17, VKJ+15]. cargo-sorting [KMBO+15].
cargo-specific [LHT+19]. cargos [YDM+18]. carrier [DBW+17]. carriers
[CPBG17, CC+19, DDAR+16, GKY+17, MICS19, RRH+18]. cartilage
[HPE+19]. cartilage-mediated [HPE+19]. cartography [Tar15].
Cas9 [LYO15, MTN+16]. cascade [CKKG17]. case [Les16h]. caspase
[APS+17, GSP+18, OR17, KKP+17]. caspase-2 [APS+17, OR17].
Caspase-8 [KKP+17]. CAST [HKG+18]. casts [Sho15-33]. catabolism
[SWS+19]. catabolite [ZWW+19]. catalyzed [CR18]. catastrophe
[GCL+15, gXNG+15, gXNG+16]. Catch [Das17]. Catching [SS16, O’D17b].
Catenin [CHI+15, WGHE+18, WIS+17, CSG+15, GBD+18, L17b, RR+17, MB17a, BK+15]. cation [LGY+18]. CatSper [EMB+15].
caught [Sed15c]. cause [BHS+18]. causes
[DSH+18, GBD+18, HKG17, YBZ+18, ZT15, MG18]. causing
[OBS+17, V19]. Caveolae [CMTH+15, JSB+18, Sho18a, TSB+18].
[MOJ16]. Cells
[Sho16d, ALY17, BMM19, BRACA16, Blo19, BPS15, BUPC19, CAKL16, CPCTr15, CNCS18, CSG15, CMTH15, CEM15, Col18, CDF18, DMC16, DSC18, DMH15, DVS17, ESS17, FWL17, FC19, FKL18a, FKL18b, FJ17, GBRH15, GLL18a, GLH18b, GCVAGS18, GN18, GAS18, Haw18, HHT16, HKK19, HKT17, HMC16, IGK16, Inf18b, IBM15, JNW15, KFI8, KKP17, KdBKdK15, KOF16, Les15p, Les15o, Les15r, Les15y, LT18, MTN16, MB17a, MA17, MHA16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MpDN17, MPN18, MT19, Niy16, OSW17, O'D17a, OC15, OPP18, OFP19, Ott16, PW19, PKN15, PHKY17, PMW18, PBS16, PCM16, PMG17, Pow16b, QSZ17a, QSZ17b, RMB18, RZS15, RMS18, RMT17, SD19, STR18, SS16, SZF15, SSH15, Sed15, Sed15a, Sho15-29, Sho15-70, Sho16i, Sho16q, Sho16v, Sho16-27, Sho17g, Sho17k, Sho18d, SRT18, SSE18, SKG16, SKO15].

cells
[ST17, SAK18, SCP17, SHO15-74, SMN16, TGJ17, TCP18, TST17, TBL15, TCWM18, TS15b, TSJ15, TSC15, TALR19, TSK18, TSK19, UD116, VM19, VBJ18a, VB18b, VPD16, VAKB18, VKJ15, VZFG18, WCY16a, WCY16b, WKM15, WHB18, XM19, XTS15, YYM18, YTH17, YLW15, YHS15, ZDM15, ZJM17, ZGS16, ZMC15, ZCH18, dVGO16, vV17a, SW18].

Cellular
[BMS17, Bea16, Blu15b, BOL17, CHL19, FCB19, FCB19, FA16, GF16, HF15, KHS16, KJH18, KBJ16, LZ16, LDR19, Mar17, MR18, MSV17, Pas19, Pow15g, RC15, SBM17, TG15, Tar15].

CENP
[BGH18, KWB15, LRS17, LM16, LBB15, MHD15, NAFM17, WFS15].

[AUTM16, LZ16, Sho16], CM16]. centering
[SXE19, TKM16, ZCH18, AZ19]. centers [JhZbYmP15]. central
[GJW17, LPHH16, WPA18, ZHP19, vBGMG15]. centralspindlin
[ABP19]. centrin [MP17b]. Centrin2 [PM15]. centriole
[AWS18, GJFR16, KMC19, LUC15, LBD18, LTS17, MBG18a, MCL15].

Centrioles [SSR17, BPSK16, Ver16]. Centrobin [OTG18, RGR18].

centromere
[BGH18, VGA15, AFT19, HKT17, KWB15, LBB15, WFS15].

centromere-associated [HKT17]. centromeres
[EKJ16, FFATC15, LM16, Sho15-73, Sho16-36]. centromeric
[NAFM17, Sho15-65]. centrosomal [CANG17].

Centrosome
[DSH18, LMC18, PCP17, Sho17b, BYUJ17, Cas16a, CGY19, LDU16, LJP15, LSJY15, LTS17, MAK16, PSL17, PSP15, RFO16, RMS18, SFZ15, YYM18].

centrosome-unattached [RFO16]. centrosomes
[Les15v, O'D17f, PTMP15, Sed16a, VHB18]. CEP83 [LLY19]. ceramide
[LCTP17]. Cerebellar [DLH19]. cerevisiae [LKM15a, LTRW15, YTL15].

chain
[FML17, HPE19, LDMW15, MFVS18, OKK15, Sho15-37, Sho15-49].

chains [GDV19, LYO15]. chairs [SG17]. challenge [AR15]. challenges

Cliff [Jor16b]. CLIP [JNW15, MRK+18]. CLIP-170 [JNW15]. cloaked [Hyr15]. clock [AWS+18]. closer [Inf18b, MB17a, SZ17a].
closure [DKMV15, Mar16b, TLH+16]. compartments [JBBM16].
coat [Gli17]. coated [GYK+17, MFVS18]. coats [RBP+17]. Cobl [ISL+18].
Cobl-like [ISL+18]. Cocaine [NLH+19]. Cocaine-induced [NLH+19].
cochaperone [ABPS17]. code [DK16, O’D19e]. coding [NPQ+17].
Coenzyme [SLL+19, MM+15]. coexpansion [WF15]. cofactor [PNE+19].
cofilin [ZAT+19, HBDW+15]. Cofilin-dependent [HBDW+15].
cohort [Sho15k]. coincidence [DWH+17a]. Cold [XS18].
Cold-induced [XS18]. Cole [Pow15a]. coli [JBE+17, DBS18]. Collagen [SCL+16, ASM+15, CPB+16, ITN+17, JCK+19, Sho15m, Sho16e, Sho16g].
Collagen-derived [SCL+16]. collateral [MSS+17, RM16]. collectins [JNS+19]. Collective [SM16, DPSG+18, HKH16, MBS+17, PBL+16, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SMN+16, WCL+18, ZTR+17]. collectively [LM19].
collude [DR19]. colonic [AMT+15]. columnar [LDM+17]. columns [CED+15]. come [Jor16d, O’D19e, Sho16-33]. comes [KBJ16, WS18].
Comestibles [MA17]. Coming [FC16]. command [LZ16, LS16].
compaction [EGY+19, FMS+19, KP18]. compartment [BFS+19, VV17b].
Compartmentalization [LPGB16, AWS+16]. Compartmentalizing [JBMM16]. compartments [CZW+18, CXZ+18, KMB+15, KJ16].
compensate [LTC+18]. compensation [Góm17]. compete [DAT+18, SG17, Sho16y]. competence [WWW+18, YVMS18].
Competitive [BDK+18]. complete [Bob17]. completion [SOP+16]. complex [AHA+19, BSK+19, BPW15, CWG15, CGPB17, CGY+19, CTI+19, CRA+19].
CBF+18, Con16, CSC+15, CBH+15, DOA+17, DQB+16, DWH+17b, EEE+16, FTDC17, GFvA+15, GPS+17, GBM+15, HK15, HHS+16, IBFDB18, JRH+16, KHRL17, KCB+16, KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KJTY+19, KSM+18, LPRW17, LRBB15, Lep15g, LHA+15, LKE+15, cLN+16, LDR+19, LTRW15, Mes16, MKA+17, MDC+16, NNH17, NDRJ15, NGS+16, NIS+16, RPMC+16, RGM+16, SCNTC+18, SZF+15, SMC+15, Sho15c, Sho15-31, Sho15-43, SHO+18g, SKZ+18b, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SMOO17, SCL+19, TBF+18, TE+15, TRM+16, VGB+17, WSP+18, YL+15, YIT+15, ZNR+18.

complex-dependent [NIS+16]. complexes
[ACRM17, DMD19, KPA+16, KNL+17, LPRW17, LTC+16, LR18, LBJ+19, MSL16, RMGM18, RND+17, Sho15-51]. Complexin [SES+19]. complexity [Sho15c, Spe17b]. component [MCM+17, MST+15, TBJ+17]. components [AKTR+18, CGY+19, MSK+18, SPGB+17, WF15]. composed [MYT+16]. composition [HHS+16, IZB+17, KBB+15, KBB+16, SOK+18].

Comprehensive [HKK+19], compression [KS+17]. compromises [XIZ+18].


cone [BFDD19, CG16, IY+18, WRP+16]. confer [YGM+17]. confers [PTK+16]. confinement [GBD+18, HHI16, SMM+16].

confinement-dependent [GBD+18]. conflicts [UDH+16]. deformation [DTW+16, OBS+17, SMK+18]. Conformational [FSB+15, WHL+17].


Constitutive [HKT+17, KW+15]. constrain [Bro16, LWF+15, MSV+19].

constraining [CLBB15]. constrained [XPZ+19]. constriction [CJS+18, Jan18, MMW+19, RHH+18]. construction [Gen17]. consult [Sho17b]. contact [BDK+18, CMMB+15, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GRS+18, GKG16, GBM+15, Hen19, KB16, KLHC+18, MKD+18, MYN+17, PHA+17, SA19, SZ17a, SKZ+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, VMR+19].

contact-dependent [CMMB+15]. contacts [AEP+17, DLH+19, DPcS+18, DSS+15, GY+18, MS19a, MS19b, MST+15, SBS+18, Sho15-50, SK18b, SJL+19, VRM+19]. contain [CST+17, KdKvdK15]. containing [LB+19, NDRJ15, TCP+15, ZJM+17, LLW+17]. content [HAK+15, SZS+18]. contractile [KTM19, MSK+18, SOP+16, WMB+15].

contractility [AHA+19, KT15a, KT15b, NWP+16, Wu17]. contraction
[CHP+17, FTAB+15, GKC+17, JhZbYmP15, MXV+16, TY16]. contractions [MRMM18]. contribute [GCZ+19, HNF+18, Mar16a, SFG+17, SKN19]. contributes [LXR+15, SMK+18]. Contribution [NEW+17, VPD+16]. contributions [ECAB+16]. Control [AHs+18, DWH+17a, LLW+15, SPK+18, AZS+15, BCH+17, BSP16, CD18, CBAP+17, Can17, CS16b, CYMS+19, CE16, CED+15, DPGS+18, DSSF+15, DZB+18, FG15, GJFR16, GWZ+19, GSKL+18, GN18, GSM+15, GCC+18, HGC+19, HHM15, HCN+15, HCS+18, HB18, IM16, LL17, LOG15, Les15x, LM19, LZ16, LFK+17b, LVG+18, MKA+19, iNLM+19, NGG+16, PXN18, PLD+15, RLM+15, SSM+18, SZE19, SAF+19, SG18a, SG18b, SLAR+16, SK18b, SB19, TWD+17, UBBSM15, WV18a, YHS+15, YLD+16, vdVFM+17]. controlled [ABF+16, ANM+19, MCM+17, RLJ+17, TJMM+18, WF15, vHGD+15]. controlling [CST+16, DCM+17, DLBMA+15, SPMM+17, SHH+16, WBNH18, WWZ+17]. controls [ALLA18, BHS+19, CW17, CIK+17, CCLL17, CLL+16, CSYB+17, CRA+19, CKKG17, CHB+16, Das17, DCB+15, DLT+18, EVR+19, FBBRCA+18, FVF+16, FC19, GDB+17, GPPI+18, GCJ+15, GCH15, GGL+19, HKH16, HAK+15, HQW15, HPW+17, HKT+17, HDA+17, HAR+15, JPF+16, KCb+16, KKP+17, KSM+18, KQM+19, LSPC16, LLC+17, LTS17, LDG+15, MRGW+16, MdpN+17, MDC+16, NHG+18, OTG+18, OSK+15, PLS+15, PSC+15, PAM+16, PST18, PMG+17, PKKB17, QJP+17, RHPH+18, RBM+19, RS+W+15, SD1+19, SHW+17, SVd+15, SSH+15, SEMP15, SCK+19, SiYM+18, SKZ+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, SYK+17, TCD+15, WYHG17, WZR19, WQD+18, WV18b, ZJM+17, ZDSM+18]. convene [Kon17]. convention [Sle16]. converge [HMC+16, RM+16]. conversion [CW+17, LJS+16a, LJS+16b]. converts [RYS+15, WWY+18]. cooperate [BCS+17, DAG+15, SNOMM16, Sho16y]. cooperates [GWZ+19, LLS+18, RAS+19, SES+19]. cooperating [WRV+15]. cooperation [Mar17]. cooperatively [TAQ+19]. coordinate [CAKL16, CWZ+15, PUTM15]. Coordinated [EVR+19, LZC+15, HTK+16, LCD+17]. coordinately [HBWY18, MKS17, ONT+19, PPK+16]. coordinates [BCM+18, GBRH15, LLIW+17, MF18, MKD+18, NYT+16, RMMS+17, SJJ+19, YSM+17]. Coordinating [Jor16c]. coordination [CZP16, MCGM15a, MCGM15b]. cop [Sho16-27]. COPII [Far16, Gli17, GYK+17, RBP+17, SKN19]. COPII-coated [GYK+17]. COPII-dependent [Far16]. cord [CBAP+17]. core [NNH17, PTK16, ZJM+17]. Coronin [BRY+19, HBDW+15]. corrals [LTG+18]. correct [DLM+15, IKRMN16]. Correction [BP19a, CSF+18, DMH+15, DCO+16, DKR+19a, FLN+16, FLG+19, FCB+19, FKL+18a, GKK16a, GHS16a, KT15a, KMK+17a, KM18a, KMLG+16, KBB+16, KOV+16a, KST+17a, LLAC18b, LJS+16a, MS19a, MSW+17, MWSM19, QSZ+17a, RLS18a, SG18a, SBC+16a, TSK+19, VBJ+18a, WCY+16a, gXNG+16, XRH+18a, HBM+19]. Correlative
Cortactin [GM16, SHH+16, HQW15, KBT+15].
Cortical [JDZ+16, AGL+16, CMB+15, CSA19, DOH+17, GM18, KL17, LM15, LSMG18, NLS+18, NDRJ15, OKN+16, Sho15-33, YVIM18].


curbs [HLST19]. curvature [BJO+16, CWG19, DWH+17a, JDG16, LMM16, McM19, SHR17, XIZ+18]. curved [MOM+18]. cut [Rab17]. Cutting [BP19a, BP19b, CGT16].

cytogenetic-scale [SWD+19]. cyto hesin [RSC+19]. cyto hesin-1 [RSC+19]. cytokinesis [ABP+19, DPS+18, DOH+17, DKR+19b, JDZ+16, LSPC16, MSK+18, Pol17, RBC+17, SOP+16, SWC+17, DKR+19a].
Cytokinetic [Sho16f, BDW19, CHP+17, CWL+16, WG16]. cytological [CZW+18]. Cytoskeleton [HKG+18, SES+19]. cytoplasm [ABF+16, PH16]. cytoplasmic [BYMS+19, BBK16, KDR+19, KJC+15, SFG+17, SMA+19].


D [BSL+15, CZW+18, GTMZ+15, MF16b, NKH+19, NPC17, PHKY17, PSL+17, SPJ+15, TYD+15, VZB19, dFEEW+15]. DAAM1 [NIS+16, YHS+15]. Dam1C [NDC+19]. Dam1C/DASH [NDC+19].

damage [BSP+17, CR18, Gek17, OR17, OLL+17, PKN+15, RZS+15, RM16, SG17, WZC+15, WBNH18, XPZ+19, XTS+15]. damage-induced [Gek17]. Damaged [Sho151, BJ+18, DBS18, PSCS16]. DAX [MBS+17, Inf18b].


Deciphering [FWH+16, O’D16b]. decision [AS17, BOL17, Sho17b]. decisions [HH18]. Decoding [Spe17b]. decondensation [KPGG+19].

deconstructing [PVP18]. decreased [WGHE+18]. decreases [MNL+16].

Decrypting [Sho16g, Cas17b]. deep [Fuc15, GTW+15, SK16a]. Defective [BLO+16, CS16b, ZWB+19]. Defects [AEP+17, Blo19, CNRR+17, MNL+16, OSW+17, RSG+15]. defense [Sed15j].

deficiency [MHG+19, VGB+17]. deficient [BRY+19, CRC+15, WCY+16a, WCY+16b, YKO+16]. deficits [VXF+15, ZYL+16]. define [Sed16c]. defines [BBFD19, MOJ16, RFO+16, WFS15]. degeneration [BBW16, Qi17, WFOA15, WTSA17]. Degradation [BMM+19, gXNG+15, YDM+18, BHS+16, DCM+17, KDM+18, KJTY19, LHI+19, LTB+17, MTTG18, MOS+18, MRK+18, Nic19, PA19, POE+16, PMP+17, SPGB+17, STR+18, SIO+16, TGK+19, UOT+16, WWZ+17, WLJ16, YHG+17, gXNG+16].


demonstrates [SLD\(^{+}\)]]. Demystifying [Sed\(^{+}\)]]. dendrite [KNY\(^{+}\), NC\(^{+}\)]. dendrite-specific [KNY\(^{+}\)]. dendrites [Bro\(^{+}\), GS\(^{+}\)]. Dendritic [Nie\(^{+}\), PM\(^{+}\), BSL\(^{+}\), BJL\(^{+}\), CPC\(^{+}\), CLBB\(^{+}\), FTS\(^{+}\), GSS\(^{+}\), ISL\(^{+}\), LMR\(^{+}\), LLL\(^{+}\), LSS\(^{+}\), OPP\(^{+}\), Qi\(^{+}\), Sc\(^{+}\), SSH\(^{+}\), TTU\(^{+}\), VRK\(^{+}\), WQD\(^{+}\), YDM\(^{+}\)]. DENND2B [IBG\(^{+}\)]. Dense [ASM\(^{+}\), Sho\(^{+}\), NNH\(^{+}\), ZJM\(^{+}\)]. dense-core [ZJM\(^{+}\)]. density [JPC\(^{+}\)]. Dent [Sed\(^{+}\)]. dependencies [Sis\(^{+}\)]. dependent

[ASZ\(^{+}\), AZS\(^{+}\), APHH\(^{+}\), AQL\(^{+}\), AWL\(^{+}\), APS\(^{+}\), ACG\(^{+}\), ACRI\(^{+}\), AIS\(^{+}\), OPL\(^{+}\), CKB\(^{+}\), CKX\(^{+}\), CVL\(^{+}\), CMM\(^{+}\), CRS\(^{+}\), CBM\(^{+}\), DQB\(^{+}\), DLM\(^{+}\), DKA\(^{+}\), DLBMA\(^{+}\), DCF\(^{+}\), EEE\(^{+}\), Fur\(^{+}\), FBPN\(^{+}\), FdAV\(^{+}\), GDD\(^{+}\), GTW\(^{+}\), GBD\(^{+}\), GLJ\(^{+}\), GML\(^{+}\), GLC\(^{+}\), GS\(^{+}\), GWF\(^{+}\), HBBG\(^{+}\), HBDW\(^{+}\), HZH\(^{+}\), JJW\(^{+}\), KT\(^{+}\), KSG\(^{+}\), LAM\(^{+}\), LRH\(^{+}\), LOG\(^{+}\), LMR\(^{+}\), LSP\(^{+}\), LKM\(^{+}\), LGH\(^{+}\), LDP\(^{+}\), MTC\(^{+}\), MPH\(^{+}\), MCG\(^{+}\), MLF\(^{+}\), MF\(^{+}\), MCG\(^{+}\), MDC\(^{+}\), NIS\(^{+}\), OMK\(^{+}\), OMK\(^{+}\), OLM\(^{+}\), QYC\(^{+}\), SPD\(^{+}\), SSL\(^{+}\), SSH\(^{+}\), SDHC\(^{+}\), Sor\(^{+}\), TBK\(^{+}\), WFOA\(^{+}\), WZG\(^{+}\), WW\(^{+}\), WF\(^{+}\), YEM\(^{+}\), YTL\(^{+}\), YMD\(^{+}\), YSR\(^{+}\), ZAT\(^{+}\), ZWZ\(^{+}\), ZCL\(^{+}\)].

depends [CMB\(^{+}\), JNS\(^{+}\), RSC\(^{+}\)]. DepHining [Ham\(^{+}\)].

dephosphorylation [CHB\(^{+}\), LHT\(^{+}\), PS\(^{+}\)]. depletion [BR\(^{+}\), CCS\(^{+}\), GLL\(^{+}\), GLL\(^{+}\), HDA\(^{+}\), MLJ\(^{+}\), PS\(^{+}\)]. depolymerase [BRH\(^{+}\)]. depolymerization [ARV\(^{+}\)]. depolymerizing [VGA\(^{+}\)]. deposition [KS\(^{+}\), LSP\(^{+}\)]. deprived [HSK\(^{+}\)]. derived [AKTR\(^{+}\), ASY\(^{+}\), DMC\(^{+}\), Juh\(^{+}\), SCL\(^{+}\)]. Designing [JW\(^{+}\)].

desmin [ARV\(^{+}\)]. Desmoplakin [KDM\(^{+}\), AZS\(^{+}\), Les\(^{+}\)].

desmosomes [Sho\(^{+}\)]. destined [MRK\(^{+}\)]. destruction [NOS\(^{+}\)].

Detaching [Lac\(^{+}\)]. detachment [ACRM\(^{+}\)]. detect [DRMW\(^{+}\)]. detected [XTT\(^{+}\)]. determinants [EBMW\(^{+}\), UKHK\(^{+}\), VRK\(^{+}\), VRM\(^{+}\)].

determination [LSL\(^{+}\)]. determine [YEM\(^{+}\)]. determined [BYU\(^{+}\), OCS\(^{+}\)]. determines [CHL\(^{+}\), CGB\(^{+}\), HPB\(^{+}\), JOG\(^{+}\), MWW\(^{+}\), PhHS\(^{+}\), RGOS\(^{+}\), SRI\(^{+}\), WX\(^{+}\), WCY\(^{+}\), WCY\(^{+}\)].

Determining [PS\(^{+}\)]. Detyrosinated [MSV\(^{+}\)]. detyrosination [YCS\(^{+}\)].

Deubiquitinating [RD\(^{+}\), YLW\(^{+}\)]. Deusen [Pow\(^{+}\)].

developing [CIS\(^{+}\), DGS\(^{+}\), MRO\(^{+}\), MLR\(^{+}\), SCL\(^{+}\)].

development [DSD\(^{+}\), GJF\(^{+}\), GFH\(^{+}\), GGL\(^{+}\), HGC\(^{+}\), HKG\(^{+}\), HNC\(^{+}\), KVZ\(^{+}\), LLS\(^{+}\), LMR\(^{+}\), LTX\(^{+}\), OW\(^{+}\), PA\(^{+}\), PSC\(^{+}\), RGR\(^{+}\), SM\(^{+}\), Sho\(^{+}\), SCK\(^{+}\), SCP\(^{+}\), SLG\(^{+}\), THG\(^{+}\), TS\(^{+}\), ZWW\(^{+}\), dVGO\(^{+}\), vS\(^{+}\)].

development-specific [GFH\(^{+}\)]. Developmental [SJJ\(^{+}\), DD\(^{+}\), DSSF\(^{+}\), ITN\(^{+}\), She\(^{+}\)].

Developmentally [LHY\(^{+}\), CLH\(^{+}\)].

devices [EWL\(^{+}\)].

diabetes [FBPN\(^{+}\)].

diai-dependent [FBPN\(^{+}\)].

diabetic [CIK\(^{+}\), ZPT\(^{+}\)].

diacidic [CGB\(^{+}\)].

Diaphanous [LM\(^{+}\)]. diaphragms [CRPSC\(^{+}\)]. DICER [CR\(^{+}\), BSP\(^{+}\)].
DICER- [CR18]. Dickkopf [DMC+16]. Dickkopf-related [DMC+16].
dictate [JCK+19]. dictated [SFA+19]. dictates [GB18, Sho15n].
differences [HGL+17, LS18]. Different
[IdSCB+16, DTW+16, HCS+18, LDM17, PKC+16, RGM18]. Differential
[CM18, MSS+17, AB18, BLG+15, GAS+18, OKN+16]. differentially
[GLL+18b, HGC+19, KLHC+18, NLBA+15, ZPT+15]. differentiation
[BSK+19, BMP+18, BMS+17, CWL+17, CSG+15, CEM+15, CRK+17,
DSC+18, DAG+15, EPF16, GCH15, GCC+18, MSL16, OBY+15, PAM+16,
RSCR15, Sed15e, Sho16c, SQB+15, UGB+16, WYHG17, YGW+17,
ZGDS+16, dFEvW+15]. diffuses [RZS+15]. Diffusion
[UKHK15, TRM+16, TG15]. digested [Les16c]. Digging [TG17].
dimensions [SB17], dimer [WMH+18]. Dimerization [Sho15n, WBL15].
dimers [MB17a]. dine [TS15b]. DIP [NWD+19]. DIP-2 [NWD+19].
diploid [YYM+18]. Direct
[VM19, CYT+18, FRP+17, JKA+15, KTK+18, KMJ+18, PBL+19, WMB+15].
Directed [HLW+15, SW18, CEM+15, DRL+19, FLN+10, FLN+16,
NiYT+16, YTTH+17, YVM18, GSD+15]. directing [YGW+17]. directional
[EAW+17]. directionality [CLL+16]. directly
[ALY+17, BBSA+16, DOA+17, SKZ+18b, vBMG+15]. directs
[APS+17, CWI+19, HLHF15, KDA+18, SWS+19, SHR17, TLH+19].
disables [PSC+16]. disaggregase [OCS+15]. disassembles [SAK+18].
disassembly [IBFDB18, LDG+15, WW16, WMH+18]. disc [MG17, Pug15].
Discrete [CAKL16, MTC+19]. Discs [DSA15, FLG+18, SPD+17]. Disease
[HV17, CS16b, DLH+19, HHS18, KJH18, NPC17, SS19, TS15a, VV17b].
Disease-associated [HV17]. diseases
[HPE+19, KM17, KM18a, MB17b, VZ17]. Dishevelled [LHY+19].
disjunction [RSG+15]. dismutases [WBNH18]. disordered
[BA18, SZK+19]. dispensable [SSPD15, SSR+17]. dispersal [SDW+19].
dispersion [RSW+15]. displays [TBW+17]. disrupt [YCS+17]. Disrupted
[Sho16h]. disrupting [ZWW+19]. disrupts [DSH+18]. dissection [MP17a].
dissemination [SSE+18]. distal [DER+18]. distance
[MTC+19, MS19a, MS19b]. distance-dependent [MTC+19]. distant
[BLL15]. Distinct [AFX+16, BPSK+16, BSP16, GDV+19, CGPB17, CCKG17,
DDAR+16, HKH16, JCK+19, KGN+15, LPRW17, LTG+18, MSE+17,
MSL16, RGM18, SSL+17, SPWM15, SHVO+18, VLP+15, WWZ+18].
distinction [LDN+15]. distinguishing [PCK+17]. distorting [TSF+15].
distribution [KST+19, SIYM+18, WZR19]. disulfide
[FC15, Mok16, RPM1+16]. dive [SK16a]. Divergent [MSL16]. Diverse
[ZTR+17, ND17, RNP+17]. diversify [Sho17d]. diverts [MG17]. dives
[Sed16a]. divide [Inf18a, Les15-31]. dividing [Gra16]. Division
[CG16, AZ19, CJS+18, CKX+16, FK17, JDZ+16, Les15a, PUTM15, PSC+15,
SXE+19, UMC+15, UMC+17, VY18, YJF+16, ZB18]. divisions [LDM17].
Dkk1 [DMC+16]. Dlk1 [TGQ+17, TAQ+19]. Dlg1 [AHA+19]. Dlx3
[UBBSM15]. DNA [AWL18, ABGG16, Bob17, BG18, BHS18, BSP+17,
BCMM+19, Can19, CR18, Col18, DLM+15, EMRS+18, Gek17, Ger15, GCA+17, GRB19, GCW+16, LVF+15, LS16, LCD+17, Lov18, MTGG18, MN17, OR17, OLL+17, PMRM17, PMHB17, PKN+15, PUY+19, Pri17, RZS+15, RS19, RLS18a, RLS18b, SG19, Sed15q, SG17, TSFP+15, WZC+15, WSP+18, XIZ+18, XPZ+19, XT5+15, YGMR+17, YTGA16, vV17a. DNA2
[HESKK15a, HESKK15b]. DOCK7 [NYW+17]. docking [GDD+15]. does [PKS+19, SD17, TT19]. doesn't [Les15n]. Doing [NA16]. Domain
[LL17, BPH+18, BA18, CE16, DZL+15, GLC+19, GUM+18, ISL+18, KCB+16, LBB+15, LDG+15, NL16, RC15, SOW+17, SLG+18, TCP+15, WYV+19, ZJM+17]. domain-containing [TCP+15]. Domain-specific
[LL17]. domains [CST+17, HKM+15, KGN+15, KNO+19, PPK+16, SOW+19, SG19, SZK+19, SJJ+19, XRH+18a, XRH+18b]. dominant
[BLL15, PMHB17]. double-stranded [BS+17]. doublets [BMF+18]. down [Inf19b, NL16, PMP+17, vV17a]. down-regulation [PMP+17].
downs [Z16]. downstream
[BS16, GFWG15, NWY15, PSC+15, SYK+17]. DPP
[DKMV15, LWF+15]. DPP-mediated [DKMV15]. Draper [WV18a].
Draxin [HB18]. drift [HKT+17]. drive
[GGF+19, JBE+17, MRMM18, MSE+17, NLBA+15, OKN+16, SMF+15, SSL+17, Sho16h, SZK+19, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, TNP+15, XSI16, YTTH+17].
driven
[CPBG19, FFG+18, HOH+16, KL17, MB17b, SNGO16, LHA+15, PGMM+19].
driver [NKW+19]. drives
[BNB+15, CBB15, DRL+19, GUM+18, KS17, KJZ+19, KSGL19, LRH+15, LCP+15, LEM17, Lin15, LE16, PSL+17, QYC+17, TBL+15]. driving
[WH1L17]. drop [Les15c]. droplet
[Boh18, COGP15, DLH+19, EBMW+18, GBM+15, HSB+19, NO19, OKY+16, SWS+19, SAB+18, VTG+16, XLW+18, DLH+19]. droplets
[CWT+19, FW16, GBK+15, GSB+15, NO19, SMA+19, TJMM+18].
Drosophila
[EG19, SDW+19, TCWM18, TNK18, CKJ+15, CLH+18, DSS+15, DKKM15, FAH+17, FLG+18, KVK+17, KDA+18, KPEJ17, LSMZ+18, LZC+15, LPH16, LL5+18, LHF+15, MBG+18b, OSW+17, POTZ15, RGR+18, RMB+18, RAS+19, SOW+17, TSJ+15, VP+16, WLM+15, XSI16]. Drp1
[Gr16, JCF+17, OMK16, iYJF+16]. Drp1-dependent [OMK16].
[HOH+16, LLZ+19]. druggable [NKW+19]. DSCR1 [CG16, WRH+16].
dTBC1D7 [RHJ18]. Dual
[MSK+19, NYW+17, WWT17, ABP+19, WBNH18]. Duchenne [NWP+16].
due [MSK+18]. Duménil [SIl16a]. Dumont [Pow16e]. duplication
[KMC+19, LUC+15, RND+17]. duration [LK17, MAK+16]. during [ABP+19, AGB+19, AIS+18, BPH+15, BMP+18, BMC15, BVR+17, BDZ+15, BCM1+9, CPM+18, CM18, CHL+19, CMTH+15, CO19, CHH+15, CPH+16, CHS+16, DSC+18, DSSF+15, DB15b, DKS15, DKMV15, EJK+16, EMB+15, EPF16, FLM+17, FDR+16, FMS+19, FCL19, FCL16, GMLT18, GKGK16, GGL+19, GCW+16, HM19, HLHF15, IZZ+18, IZBH+17, JPC+17, JAH18, JDB+16, KV17, KCB+16, KTM19, KPEJ17, KFAM17, Lac19, LLS+16, LPC16, Les15-32, LWH+18, LDP+15, MSK+18, MOJ16, MGO+18, MXV+16, MHG+19, MvV+16, MTGG18, MSW+07, MSW+17, MKD+18, MSK+19, MSL16, NV17, NFYY15, NPU+16, OBY+15, OW19, PUT15, PTR+19, PD19, PSC+15, RB18, SvZS+16, SHV+17, SRT+18, SOW+17, SK18a, SCK+19, SKO+15, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SNB+18, SCP+15, TYD+15, TF16, UGG18, VRK+17, VTG+16, WMH+18, X16, YJF+16, ZZMC+15].

duties [Les15q]. Dyche [Pow15b]. dye [PK+17]. dynactin [HV17, SV16].

Dynamic [CYMS+19, DJY+16, GM18, GP17, IZBH+17, SMB+19, BMP+18, BP19a, BP19b, CSA19, EGY+19, GTW+15, GKC+17, LJ16, LLL+15, NiG+18, QYC+17, S16a, SSE18, XRH+18a, XRH+18b, CJ16]. dynamically [TM+19].


DYRK [UMC+15, UMC+17].

DYRK-family [UMC+15, UMC+17]. dysfunction [AGG+16, KIN17, KN18a, Pow15a, Qi17, TUE+17, YKO+16]. dysplasia [RMB+18]. dysregulation [PC17]. dystroglycan [CPEE+15]. dystrophy [CMK+16, NW+16].

E-cadherin [BMC15, BKG+15, GBD+18, HLHF15, RMS+18, VHB+18].

E-cadherin/ [BKG+15].

E-catenin [BKG+15]. E2 [CBAP+17]. E2F1 [ZCL+15]. E3 [CHL+19, GCW+16, SvZS+16, SSV+18, WXFS17, WXZ+15]. each [ES18, LB18]. Early [AUT16, JJW17, AIS+18, Góm17, GB+15, HCN+15, LPGB16, LJS+16a, LJS+16b, MP17a, MRMM18, O’D18b, SERP16, SERT+18, SKL+18, Mar19].
epitranscriptomics [YVIMS18]. Epo1p [NDRJ15]. EPS8 [GDB+15]. equatorial [ZCH+18].

extrachromosomally [CPB+16, KMJ+18, SCP+17, DN17, SAO+17, SW18]. extrachromosomally [CPB+16, KMJ+18, SCP+17, DN17, SAO+17, SW18]. extract [GSC+16, PLD17], extraction [SDi+19, STi7]. extracts [RBRi9]. Extramitochondrial [RXEB+19]. extravasate [TCWM18], extravasate [TCWM18], extravasate [TCWM18], extravasate [TCWM18], extravasate [TCWM18], extravasate [TCWM18].

[AGB′19]. filament
[ARV′18, CHP′17, FC15, HM19, ISL′18, KKD′16, LEM17, RBC′17, VQ17]. filaments [DPG′18, ITG′18, Pow15b, RHH′18, WDW′17]. Filamin
[KST′19]. fill [Kaw17, Sho15–73]. filled [FLLM17]. filopodia
[HHT′16, JPC′17, MvV′16, SS16, Sho16–28, UBR′17]. Filopodyan
[BYU17, BCH′17, BPW′17, CRs′17, DBG′15, LCP′15, LXR′15, OMKM16, PSCS16, RHH′18, SPGB′17, SPK′18, Sed15w, Sho15q, Sho16p, SZK′19, SK18b, TBK′16, YAH15, YIT15]. fit [Les15k, Sho16a]. fitness
[RLM′15]. fits [BA18]. Fitting [O′D18c]. Five [MG16]. FKB [APBS17]. FKB-6 [APBS17]. flagellum [BMF′18, RGR′18]. FLCN [MF18]. Fld1
[GBM′15]. Fld1/Lbd16 [GBM′15]. flies [AWS′18, DCO′12, DCO′16]. flight [DSS′15]. FLIM [VRM′19]. flipase [RSvW′15]. flipped
[UFT′15]. flips [Les15t]. flow
[CDT′19, CBB15, FG16, LLS′18, SHW′17, Sho15v, Sed15o]. Flower
[CMB′18]. fluid [BLO′16, LTG′18, Nie16]. fluidity [SDP′15a, SDP′15b]. fluorescence [BDW′15]. fluorescent [BCG′19, KSM′17, PABM16]. fluorescently [DSC′18]. flux [FBX′15, KBJ16, RGOS′16]. Flying
[O′D18f]. FMRP [Log17]. FNIP [MF18]. Focal
[GGF′19, FKG′19, JBE′17, JIB′19, KSG′16, KOV′16a, KOV′16b, MCD′19, Sho16s, SHVO′18, TLMG′15]. foci [DMG′19, SHR17]. focus
[ML15b, Sho15u]. focused [Les16b]. focuses [IG15]. folding
[KTM19, KML′15, LFK′17a, LGH′18, TSK′18, TSK′19]. follicle
[PGM′19]. follicles [GI19]. follicular [dVGO′16]. following
[LUC′15, SWD′19]. Folsch [Jor16g]. force
[ACRM17, BBHBFSP18, FTAB′15, HB16, Jor16h, KTM19, KBT′15, KOV′16a, KOV′16b, KST′19, PLD17, RBZ18, WXC′18]. force-dependent [ACRM17]. force-sensitive [RBZ18]. forces
[AZ19, BGJ′16, DPGS′18, DN16, JhZbYmP15, Les15s, MSLK′18, Nel17, PBL′16, Pow15e, SXE′19, SWC′17]. Forkible [NOS′15]. forebrain
[NYW′17]. fork [BG18, Can19, CQB′19, ZDM′15]. forks
[BCMM′19, Les15i, RS19, RLS18a, RLS18b, TBL′15]. form
[BLZ′15, CPCtH′15, CGY′19, DSA15, LPRW17, SPD′17, Sho15–56]. Forman [CJ16]. formation [BSL′15, BM15, BS17b, CRPS1′19, CHC′18, CPB′16, DPS′18, DS16a, DJV′16, DLZ′15, FFATC15, GPAA′18, GCZ′19, GLL′18b, HKG17, HM19, IYP′18, ISL′18, JSB′18, KHA′18, KBB′15, KBB′16, KST′17a, KST′17b, MSS′17, MHI′18, NWP′16, NPU′16, OKY′16, ONT′19, Ott16, PM15, RMMS′17, SOH18, Sho15m, SLM′15, SENL′15, SAO′17, SDP′15a, SDP′15b, SCL′16, SAB′18, TCD′15, VPD′16, WPA′18, WEQ′15, WMB′15, iYF′16]. Formin
[MHY′16, DBG′15, GTW′15, GSKL′18, LM16, PAC′15, WMB′15,


Francesca [Pow15c]. Fred [Jor16c]. Fredberg [Sed15o]. Frederic [Jor16e].
free [JSB+18, Sho18a, TG15, WFS15]. fresh [Les15i].

FRET [OSL+19, VFM+19]. fringes [Pow15b]. Fritz [O’D19g]. front [JGCAC+15].

frontal [Les15r]. frontotropic [WLM+15]. Fuchs [O’D17g].

Fueling [Yel18]. fuels [KML+15]. full [GK+18, Les15r, LDR+19]. full-length [GKG+18, LDR+19]. function [AEP+17, BKH+15, BC19, BMC15, BCM+19, CKJ+15, CQB+19, CCS+19, CWL+16, CSYB+17, CCY+19, DMC+16, DKS+15, DB15a, DCF+17, EJ+16, FLM+17, GFLA+15, GLL+18b, Gen17, GGC+17, GYK+17, HGD+15, KHR17, KTK+18, KSM+18, LJP+15, Les15z, LT19b, LTRW15, MCS+15, RXEB+19, RSwV+15, Sed16a, Sho15-56, Sho16-36, TMK18, WZC+15, WYV+19, WF15].

functional [CKS+15, CN15, NBG+16, NGE+16]. functionally [ML+16].

functions [ATRG19, BKG+15, CD18, DsvNA+15a, DsvNA+15b, FLG+15, FLG+19, ML1+16, MRM18, MGT+19, NNN+15, OSK+15, PLD+15, SPPD15, TAQ+19].

Fundamental [Sch15].

fungal [VAB+18].

Furin [BMC+15]. furious [GB18].

furrow [FLN+10, FLN+16, LW16b, PUTM15]. furrows [WG16]. FUS [MCH+18, YCSJ+17]. fuse [BUPC19]. Fusion [BCH+17, BPL+18, CZZ+15, CRC+15, CQL+15, CLO+19, DOA+17, DSS+15, D16b, DBG+15, FR16, GRU18, GHKW+19, LKM+15a, MPH+15, MJN+18, MSW+07, MSW+17, MKD+18, MS+19, NPU+16, RHPH+18, Sed15m, Sho15-44, SKL+18, SHR17, VML+17, WTC+19, WHL17, WMH+18, YSW+15, vGWC+18].

fusogenic [VK+15]. fusogens [VM+17]. futile [AZ19]. future [SKG17, Tar15]. fuzzy [CBF+18].

Fyn [FBS+15]. FYVE [TCP+15].

G [BSP16, CNC+18, FDs+17, IdSCB+16, LMPG+15, MMW+19, PhHS+16, Sch17a, TLMG+15].

G-protein [TLMG+15].

G0 [B19].

G1 [MAK+16, PKN+15].

G2 [WV18b].

G3BP [KPA+16].

G3BP1 [TT19, ACG+15, PKS+19, SENL+15].

G3BP1-S149 [TT19, PKS+19].

GABAergic [CBAP+17].

GABARAPL1 [SSRG18].

Gabriel [O’D19c].

Gag [HBS+15, Sho15].

Gage [Silt16].

gain [WWW+18].

galectin [KSGL19].

galectin-9 [KSGL19].

game [SG17].

gamete [VML+17].

ganglion [IKR+16, SZL+16].

gap [KDM+18, Sho16f, SOP+16, CM18, TAQ+19].

gastric [ZLG+15].

gastrulation [Pow16c].

Gatekeepers [PW19].

Gatekeeping [Col18].

gating [RPMC+16].

GATOR1 [MF18].

GATOR1-dependent [MF18].

Gauging [Sho15].

GCN2 [KV+17].

GCS1 [VML+17].

GEF [ANM+19, DKS+15, FDR+16, Nie16].

GEF-H1 [FDR+16].

gender

Genetic [MP17a, SSdLA+15]. genetically [MCH+18]. genetics [Pow16d]. Genome [DSC+18, MHI+18, SIBM17, CNA+17, CZW+18, HSN+16, LUC+15, NHA+19, NPC17, UOT+16, VZB19]. Genome-edited [DSC+18]. Genome-wide [MHI+18, SIBM17]. genomes [CSF+17, CSF+18, SZ17b].


gets [Les15p, MB17a, RMTR17, Sho15l, Sho16q].


GLUT4 [BBC+16]. glutamate [FV17]. Glutamylation [MH15].


Going [MS19b, FC16, Les15r, MS19a]. Goley [O’D17b].

Golgi [CPBG19, CGPB17, CBM+16, GNM16, KYN+18, KOK+19, LLL+15, LCTP17, MSCS19, MHA+19, SA19, Sed15p, VRM+19, WDM+15, YWdH+17].

golgin [LLL+15]. González [Sed15b]. good [Les15a].

GOP [SLH17, YHG+17]. GOP-1 [SLH17, YHG+17]. governing [CRK+17]. governs [AUTM16, CXX+16, MBS+18, NVP17].

Gp135 [SHO+15-74]. gp210 [GCH15]. gp210/Nup210 [GCH15]. GPCR

[AMS+17, GAS+15, LL17, MMW+19, TCWM18, VBJ+18a, VBJ+18b]. GPCR-independent [MWV+19]. GPCR-induced [GAS+15]. GPCRs [Les16, YNN18]. GPER1 [BLZ+15].

GPI [LFT+16, LGH+18, Sed15d, SLAR+16]. GPI-anchor [LGH+18].


granule [ACG+15, CMB+18, GDD+15, KPA+16, PIA16, PKS+19, Sho16-31,

hereditary [AEP+17, BLO+16, XTT+18]. herpes [Nie19, TGK+19]. herpesvirus [CSF+17, CSF+18]. herpesviruses [SZI+17].

Heterochromatic [DMG+19, SWD+19]. heterochromatin [MS19a, MS19b, NKH+19]. heterodimer [MF18, dFEV+W+15].


HGF-induced [RSC+19]. HHIP1 [HGD+15]. hi [O’D16a]. Hierarchical [BMW+18, KSL+17]. High [BCG+19, PCF+19, BZG+17, CDF+18, DWH+17a, FGR+18, GPD+19, Pow16d, XIZ+18]. high-avidity [GPD+19]. high-probability [BZG+17]. High-resolution [PCF+19].


HSP90/R2TP [MCM+17]. HSV [JNW+15]. HSV-1 [JNW+15]. Hu [Pow15]. hub [GYS+18, KSL19, VZFG+18]. Human
[NAFM+17, BSK+19, CS16b, CEM+15, DSC+18, GKG+18, HV17, IZZ+18, JNW15, KY15, KWB+15, LBG+17, LBV+17, MB15, MJSB16, MWF+15, NTT+15, NWH+16, NPC17, PTK16, PBS+16, QYY+16, RBC+17, RDN+19, SRT+18, TST+17, THG19, TBL+15, UDH+16, WHP+18, WPA+18, YSR+18, ZDM+15, ZGDS+16, ZCH+18]. Humanin [GTD+18]. humans [SZ17a].


Increased [UGHB+16, CMTH+15, JPC+17]. increases [DOH+17, LRBB15, LMC+18]. increasing [WCY+16a, WCY+16b].

Incredibly [SZ17a]. Independent [IKRMN16, DBC+15, FVF+16, GKGK16, Gra16, JKD+19, KML+15, KJON+17, MMW+19, MBC+19,
Integrin-mediated [SGF16], Integrins [JCK15, KL19, LCZ16, LM19, PSG15, RLM15, SCK17, UOT16].

intensities [BDAW15], intentional [Gar15b], interact [INLM19, PHA17], interacting [AHS15, LRBB15, HBS15].

Interaction [FKO18, CSG15, CKS15, DsvNA15a, DsvNA15b, DLZ15, EGI9, KBT15, LHY19, LSS15, MKA17, PMRM17, PKKB17, SLW18, SCG17, Van19]. interactions [ACG15, BG18, DNM16, FRP17, HQW15, KSM17, MBR19, QZY19, RLS18a, RLS18b, Sho18a, SEMP15, XLW18]. interactome [AR15, JSB18], interacts [HGD15, MCH18], intercellular [AGL15, HVH19, KTM19, SDW19, SZR15], intercellularly [FSF15].

interchangeable [[FFÁTC15], Interchromosomal [MBR19, FMS19, RHC516], interdependence [VZB19], interface [GNM16, NDC19, UFT15], interfaces [PHA17], interferes [MCSC15], interferon [CHZ17, HGG17, WBL15], Interleukin [TCP15].

Interleukin-4 [TCP17], interlocks [MGSO18]. Intermediate [DPG18, FC15, GDV19, LH19, LEM17], intermediates [KMBO15].

Intembrane [MRWM18], internal [BHB18], internalization [CMM15], internalized [JPD16], interneuron [NYW17], internodal [EVR19], interorganelle [HZB19, Hen19], Interphase [LIP15, PSP15], interplay [NP15], Interrogating [BOL17], intestinal [CNC18, KPEI17, RMB18, RRM17, Sho17g, TSJ15, YLND16].

intestine [LRH15], intra [AFXS16], Intracellular [SZL16, CWL17, CSM17, GYK17, MSE17, SPH19, SLYM18, SDW19, UGB16, WGHE18], intracentromere [LVF15].

 intraflagellar [BMF18, YSM17], intrakinetochore [MHA16].

Intranuclear [BPW15], intravacuolar [RNPH17], Intrinsic [MHG19, MGT19], Introducing [NA17], intrinsic [POTZ15], Intronless [WWW15].

inturned [YHS15], invadopodia [ASM15, GLL15b, RHC16, Sho15m], invadosomes [CLO19, POE16].

invagination [MFVS15, SK16a, UBB15]. Invasion [ACG17, CC19, DC17, FBPN18, GML16, HBB17, LR18, MBS18, MCCL15, MBS17, PAC15, RHC16, TB16, TYD15]. involved [BPH15, IsDSC16, SL17], involvement [CBF18], involves [SMOO17]. ion [UFT15, Sed15], IPS [MT19]. IQGAP1 [BK15], IRE1 [BMM19, TCP18, TSK18, TSK19], IRGM [KJF18], iron [DNMB16]. irreversibility [DSSF15], ischemia [LVW17], ischemic [ZZW17], islets [ECL16].

ISM1 [OWW19], isn’t [Sed15q], isoform [CRPSC19, CBF18, KNPC16, OKY16]. isoform-specific [CBF18], isoforms [MSE17, PMR17, TJM18]. isotropic [KST19]. isotype [Kaw17, PTK16], isotype-specific [PTK16], itch [GD16], itself [CSF17, CSF18]. IV [CPB16, JCK19]. Ivaska [Pow15e].

Kinesin-binding

Kinesins [BFDB18, BDLB15, CKKG17]. kinetics [CHB+16].

Kinetochore

KMLG+15, WF15, ASZ+18, BHS+19, CRZ+16, DW17, DRL+19, DRMW17, DMB+18, DSL+17, DUL+19, EG19, GCL+15, GHS16a, GHS16b, HAPC+19, LHB+18, MHSD+15, NDC+19, SPGB+17, SSDLA+15, SD17, Sho15k, Sho16o, VGY+17, YAHH15, ZYA+17, ZGZ+15, KMLG+16]. kineticochore-directed [KMLG+19]. Kinetochores [KMD17b, NIS]. Lattice [LHB+18]. Latrophilin [LHB+18].

Latrophilin-2 [LHB+18].

Kiss [MBR19]. KKT4 [LHB+18]. KLC1 [JERL+15]. KLP [CSC+15].


Kon-tiki [LPHH16]. Kornblihtt [Cas17a]. Köt [Jor16a].

Kras [FdSR+17, WXZ+15]. Krs [Rab17]. Kuduk [DWH+17b].

Kuzbanian [DCO+12, DCO+16].


Latrophilin [AMS+19]. latrophilin-2 [AMS+17].

Latrophilin-2 [AMS+17].

Layers [Jor16g]. Laylin [O’D19g]. LC3 [HM19, Mar16a, NPU+16].


Legionella [AKTR18]. length [AKD+17, FHX+15, GDB+17, GJFR16, GKG+18, LDM15, LRS+17, LDR+19, SCK+19]. Lennon [Sil16a].

leupaxin [KBT+19]. level [LLW+15, MN17, SBM17]. levels
[Far16, GJC+15, GSM+15, LJS+16a, LM16, LJS+16b, MMB+15, NHG+18, NCV+16, SVD+15, Sho15-68, Sho17k, SKZ+18a]. Leydig [GLL+18a]. LFA
[CLW+17, CBB15]. LFA-1 [CLW+17, CBB15]. Lgl [DZL+15]. Lgr5
[CNC+18]. Liaisons [CG17]. Liang [O’D18a]. licenses [Ott16]. licensing
[Blo19, Col18]. life [O’D17g, Sch15, Zha19, Jor16]. lifting [Sho16d]. ligand
[GK+18, HGD+15, WWZ+18]. ligand-induced [GK+18]. ligands
[LWF+15]. ligase [BHS+16, CHL+19, HESKK15a, HESKK15b, HSN+16, LKE15, PNE+19, SZE19, SvZS+16, SVD+15, SMA+19, WXFS17, WXZ+15]. ligases [GCW+16, SSV+18]. Light [WS18, FGR+18, FML+17, GDV19, HYC16, LDMW+15, MFVS18, OSL+19, RMO17]. light-sheet
[FGR+18, OSL+19]. lighting [O’D19c]. like [CNA+17, DMC+17, DVS+17, FFG+18, GFWG15, GUM+18, HKM+15, HR16, ISL+18, JERL+15, KJZ+19, KGN+15, LgYL+18, OG16, SS19, VZ17, YSW+18]. Lillian [O’D19g]. LIM
[BPH+18]. limit [CSC+15, MCD+19]. Limited [SLAR+16]. limiting
[LSMG18, LMDM+16, dVGO+16]. limits [Sho15-61, Sho16a]. LIMK1
[LZD+16]. LIMK1/cofilin [LZD+16]. LIMK1/cofilin-mediated
[SJ16, CWG15, CGY+19, DWH+17b, LTC+16, SR17b, WSP+18]. LINC-ing [SJ16]. Lindquist [Bev17]. line [SHW+17, OO18]. lineage
[CSS+18, MLR+16]. lineage-specific [CSS+18]. lineages [ZGDS+16]. Ling
[O’D17d]. Ling-Ling [O’D17d]. link [GCVAG+18, NS18, Sho15-60]. linkages
[PUY+19, SRZ+15]. linked [EBMW+18, CGBD+17]. linker
[AHS+18, AIS+18, KQM+19, SERP16]. linking [ZAT+17, BBW16]. links
[CSO+19, DN17, HPE+19, OLT+19, PTMP+15, Qi17, SLW+18, VMP16, WZC+15, YHS+15]. Lipid [FW16, MCGC+15, SWS+19, VTG+16, AFO+16, Boh18, CWI+19, COGP15, DLH+19, DJV+16, EBMW+18, GBK+17, GY18, GCL+19, GSB+15, HSB+19, HCC+17, KTK+18, KBB+15, KBB+16, KLIC+18, Mes16, NO19, OPP+18, OKY+16, PKC+16, SII18, Sho15-60, SMA+19, SAB+18, TJJM+18, VTK+15, XLM+18, GBM+15, NO19]. lipid-dependent [GLC+19]. lipids [Kti19, TG15, VYB+19].

[SWS+19]. Lipoprotein [Pfe16]. lipotoxicity [LCTP17, TCZ+16]. liquid
Listeria [SPH+19, ZB19]. LITE [FGR+18]. little [BH15]. Live
[BPS+15, EGY+19, HBS+15, CDF+18, MSA+17, PBS+16, RZS+15, XR1+18a, XRH+18b, SK16a]. Live-cell [HBS+15]. lived
[DLR+19, TALR+19]. liver [ZSH17]. lives [Pow15c]. living [DSL+17, DMH+15, FWH+16, FJ17, LT18, MTH+16, Pow16e, SKG+16, VM19].
[WG16, KJ16, WWT18]. Localization
[ESS+17, AOL+18, GDB+15, HAPC+19, HGD+15, HBDW+15, KYN+18,

metabolically [TMJM18], metabolism [BS18, CSO19, DN17, L216, MSV16, O‘D18c, RGOS16, SPMM17, Yel18].

Metalloprotease [SAF19], Metalloprotease [EWL16, GML16].

metaphase [CO19, DMB18, FBX15, LWZ19, OM19, YK016], metastasis [DCM17, HOH16, Les15-28, Lin15, QCC19].

metazoans [RGMM18], Methionine [LHT19].

methods [JW19].

methylation [CAA17], mevalonate [HOH16].

Mex67p [SLD15+], Mex67p-deficient [CRC15].

MgalA [TMG15].

MHCII [OPP18].

Mia2 [SNOMB16].

Microglia [Gar15].

Microglia [CBAP17, HHS18, Pow15c, WYHG17].

Microglia [HSZ18].

Microtubule [DLBMA15].

Microtubule-dependent [CRC15].

Microtubule-organizing [Sed16a].

Microtubule-organizing [Sed16a].

Microtubule-severing [MRM18].

Microtubules [KTM19, MOM18, SRT18, BNS17, BCM18, DRL19, FKG19, HGL17, IG15, KEV17, LGV18, MSV19, QYC17, RFO16, SMK18, SKZ18b, VGY17, Ver18, VGA15, WWTF17].

Microvilli [LSN18].

Midbody [Ott16, BRACA16].

Midzone [IBFDB18, LDG15, PCF19].
mobility [CMMB+15, CLBB15, RZS+15]. model
[ASPY+16, BFS+19, BYUJ17, CKS+15, DV16, FGR+18, NWP+16, OSW+17, Pug15, War15, WLM+15]. modeling [BPS+15, THG19]. models
[HTLG18, MNL+16], moderation [NW19], modes [IKRMN16, JCK+19], modifications [AZS+15, L116, Pri17, STF18]. Modifiers [HCN+15].
modifying [PLH18, Sed16c], modular [CED+15], modularity [FLS+16].
modulate [DBC+15, vBMG+15], modulated
[DNMB16, DUL+19, LK17, VLP+15]. modulates [BMS+17, CCS+19, DWH+17b, EMB+15, EPP+16, FTAB+15, GDB+15, LFT+16, LHY+19, LKM+15b, MCS+15, MH15, SSV+18, SAT+17, YYY+15, YAH15, ZYA+17].
Modulating [VPV18, XS18]. Modulation [HHS+16, vLvdKR18, PAM+16].
modulator [DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, RGOS+16], modulatory
[VB1+18a, VBJ+18b]. module [GGA+17]. Molecular
[BYUJ17, CLH+18, DSSF+15, GPS+17, LPHH16, VGY+17, VRM+19, BPS+15, CSS+18, CST+16, CO19, FCLo19, GFH+16, Gar15a, HGF+18, HB18, JDG16, MRM18, MKA+17, SPWM15, S117, SGB+17, Tra18].
molecule [CPEE+15, MSvO17, Ndg+18, SPJ+15]. molecules
[EW18], monocyte [NLH+19], monomer [BKG+15]. monomers
[LMR+17, Sch17a], monoubiquitinated [EMRS+18]. Moreno [O'D18g].
morphine [CYH+16, Sholo16], morphine-induced [CYH+16].
morphogenesis [AUTM16, BPH+18, CRA+19, DKMV15, ECAB+16, GGF+19, HBWY18, KS19, KQM+19, MOJ16, MXV+16, MG17, OWV+19, PMRMS17, Pow15], Pug15, RBZ18, SK18a, TST+17, WSDL17].
morphology [BFPD19, HCS+18, SBM+19, TBJ+17, YEM+19, YWdH+17]. Mosaic
[Bea16, KHS+16, SK19], mosaicism [TALR+19]. mossy [LZH+18].
most [Sed16d, SRT+18]. Mother [Ver16, BPSK+16]. Mothers [Sed15b].
motif [CGBD+17, JGCAC+15]. motile [GBS+15]. motility [BFPD19, EMB+15, FLLM17, GHKW+19, HBDW+15, HV17, LM15, LE16, MCD+19, NIS+16, SAT+17, THA+16, TB16, TG17, UFT+15, YBZ+18, ZDS+18].
motion [AWS+16, JPD+16, NTT+15, TKM16]. motoneurons
[MNLB16, MSS+17]. Motor [FFG+18, MGW18, YVM18, zLSSS+18].
motors [Ava18, JER+15, KDR+19, LEM17, SMF+15, S117, YBZ+18].
mounts [Sho15-65]. Mouse [PBG+15, CSG+15, PGB18, SCh+18, SFZ+17].
move [Jor16i, Kel16, LE16, SERP16]. movement
[ABPS17, HLST19, MGSO+18, MH+16, PCF+19, SHW+17, SJ16].
Moving [Gar15a, SR7b]. MOZART1 [cLNF+16]. MPB [SDHC17].
MP51 [HAPC+19, HBM+19, IWM+16, MF16a], Mps3 [KJT19]. MRCK
[GPS+18]. MreB [TLMG+15]. MRN [ABGG16]. mRNA [ALY+17, ADBST+15, AGC+15, BMM+19, BYMS+19, BMS+17, EMRS+18, HCN+15, NC+16, PBL+19, PMP+17, SBR+15, SPJ+15, SLD+15, TTC+16, XJS18].
mRNAs [KNL+17, PH16, SPMM+17, Sed15n, Sho15-38, WWF18].
mRNP [KP18]. mRNPs [BPW15]. MRTF [FBBCB18, HHBG17].
Msd1 [YIT15]. Msi [YLND+16]. Mps [CKX+16]. Msp-dependent


[ZDSM+18, CBF+18, FG15, TZC+15]. Numb/p53 [TZC+15]. number
[CSC+15, FAH+17]. numbers [ZSH17]. Numb'ing [KR18, Nup132
[YAH15]. Nup2 [SMO17]. Nup210 [GCH15]. Nup60 [Les16h]. Nup82
[GFvA+15, Sho15-43]. NuRD [GCA+17]. nutrient [TM18],
nutrient-sensing [TM18]. nutrients [LK17]. NXF1 [BYMS+19, BPW15].

O [Inf18c, BH15, KML+15, LLW+15]. Obelus [VLZ15]. obligatory
[KMBO+15]. observation [HBS+15, VMI19]. Occluding [CPP+18]. occurs
[HHS+16, KD17b, MSW+07, MSW+17, iYJF+16]. octameric [NAFM+17].
off [Sed16a, SFA+19]. off-rate [SFA+19]. offers [FGR+18]. oh [PCM16]. old
[SD17, SK19]. olfactory [KHS+16]. oligodendrocyte
d[IFEvW+15, vBMG+15]. oligodendrocytes [EVR+19]. oligonomic
[RZG+15]. Oligomerization [GPPJ+18, CBM+16, JCF+17]. oligomers
[HBS+15]. oligosaccharyltransferase [SCG17]. Om45 [WLJ18]. OMA1
[KMRD+16]. omics [QPZ+17]. on-site [PAM+16]. Oncogene [MTC17].
Oncogene-inducible [MTC17]. Oncogenic
[RRM+17, GI9, PGMM+19, YGMR+17]. One [BA18, MSvO17, Pow16b].
only [ISL+18, NA16, MA17]. onset
[HBS+15, KBKW19, KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. oocyte
[BCM+18, CSC+15, KBKW19, LTC+18, LWZ+19, LLS+18, PMRM17, Ver18].
oocytes [BBS+17, BTV16, BPSK+16, BCS+17, CO19, DRMW17, GCL+15,
LJ17a, RO18]. oogenesis [O’D17e]. Ooplasmic [LLS+18]. OPA1
[KMRD+16, Les16c]. Open [BDAW15, Ewe18, UBR+17, VAB+18].
Open-source [Ewe18, UBR+17]. Opening [THG19]. operated
[CCQ+18, RYS+15, SBP+16, WWT18]. Op1 [HGF+18]. Opportunities
[HTLG18]. Opposing [KOIT+16, Pow15c]. opposite [KDR+19].
opposite-polarity [KDR+19]. optic [CED+15, Les15]. Optical
[ZZMC+15]. optimal [LT19b]. optogenetic [AHS+18, BOL17].
optogenetics [GGA+17]. Orai1 [SBP+16]. orange [PCK+17]. orchestrate
[BLG+15]. orchestrate [AIK+16, TSFP+15, XSI18]. order
[BD19w, WZR19]. ordered
[DB15b, KP18, MBG+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b]. organ [OWW+19, SK18a].
organelle [BDK+18, SJ+19, SPWM15, YWW17]. organelle-exclusion
[SPWM15]. organelle-specific [BDK+18]. organelles [MPMP16].
organism [FWH+16]. organismal [SBM17]. organisms [FGR+18, War15].
Organization
[HR16, AGL+15, BDZ+15, CZW+18, CBB15, Con16, DZB+18, FC15, GFH+16,
KQM+19, LJP+15, NLBA+15, SSM+18, UGG18, WMK+16, YWdH+17].
organize [AFO+16, MKS17]. organizes
[BZG+17, CKJ+15, LFK+17b, MXV+16, RDO+15]. organizing
[TST+17, Sed16a]. Organoids [SB17, HTLG18, MTC17, RRM+17]. organs
[KDA+18]. orientation [EMB+15, FC19, JKA+15, LDM17, LSGMG18].
origami [O’D16b]. origin [Blo19, SCP+17, TGJ+17, Yud19]. origins
[Hyr15, KD17a]. orofaciiodigital [RDO+15]. ORP5 [SKZ+18a]. ORP5/8

P


Passing [O'D18d]. passive [TRM+16]. patch [DPS+18, Sho15-36].
p athogenesis [JERL+15]. pathogenic [GLS+15b, GLS+15a]. pathology [GWF17]. pathway [BHS+16, HOH+16, IGK+16, KVK+17, KP18, KG15, KBT+19, MBF17, MNLB16, MSW+07, MSW+17, MWSM18, MWSM19, MBC+19, MNM+15, NOS+15, OG16, PYO+18, RO18, SYK+17, SB19, TJF18, TSK+19, TSK+19, vLvdKR18]. pathway-driven [HOH+16].
phosphatase-independent [JKD+19, MBC+19]. phosphatases [Nil+19].
phosphate [HHM15, Les+15a, LJ+16a, LJ+16b, VMR+19]. phosphatidic
[HGF+18, VK+15]. phosphatidylinositol
[GCJ+15, HHM15, JJB+19, LJ+16a, LJ+16b]. Phosphatidyserine
[MWT+16]. phospho [WF+15]. phospho-dependent [WF+15].
phosphofructokinase [WD+17, ZSH+17]. phosphofructokinase-1
[WD+17]. Phosphoglycerate [QSZ+17b, QSZ+17a]. Phosphoinositide
[LMR+17, SWC+17, CW+17, DCF+17, WIS+17].
phosphoinositide-activated [WIS+17]. Phosphoinositide-dependent
[LMR+17, DCF+17]. Phosphoinositide-mediated [SWC+17].
phosphoinositides [DWH+17a, DJ+16, O’D18e]. phospholipase
phosphorylate [TAQ+19]. Phosphorylated
[OK+15, BSP+17, HBDW+15]. phosphorylates
[DM+18, TNP+15, UMC+15, UMC+17]. phosphorylating
[HS+18, LRBB+15]. Phosphorylation
[LL+19, PK+19, SCNT+18, TCP+18, TT+19, CDF+18, FBX+15, IKK+18,
JPF+16, LSPC+16, MFVS+18, MNL+16, MBG+18a, MWW+16, OSK+15,
SKW+19, Sho+16b, TGQ+17, TTV+17, WFOA+15, WTS+17, WYW+18,
WKM+15, WV+18b, XMJ+19, Yel+18, YTGA+16]. photoactivated [TCZ+16].
photobleaching [FR+18]. Photoreceptor
[Pug+15, SPD+17, DER+18, HKG+18, MG+17, SPE+17a].
photoreceptor-specific [DER+18]. photoreceptors [DAS+15].
photosynthesis [Pow+16d]. Physical [CK+15, ST+17]. physiological
[DT+16, PPB+15]. PI [CCLL+17, Di+17, GPD+19, HQ+15, KSGL+19,
RSC+19, Sho+15–45, SKZ+18a, WX+18, Yud+19]. PI3 [JJW+17, LLL+18].
PI3-kinase [LLL+18]. PI3K [GPD+19, KG+15, MDC+16].
PI3K-dependent [MDC+16]. PI4P [SE+19, SKZ+18a]. PICK1 [FRP+17].
Piddini [Pow+16b]. PIDDosome [APS+17]. PIDDosome-dependent
[APS+17]. pieces [Sho+18b]. Piecing [Sed+15w]. PIK3CA [RRM+17].
PINK1 [MLMF+16, NPU+16, PSC+16, VGB+17, KPE+17, LSMZ+18, NS+18].
PINK1/Parkin [MLMF+16, NPU+16, NS+18]. PINK1/Parkin-dependent
[MLMF+16]. Pioneer [Tra+18, KS+19, Pow+15d]. pipeline [GSC+16, UBR+17].
PIPs [Yud+19]. piston [PHK+17]. pit [MFVS+18]. PIW1 [ABF+16]. PIX
Pkc1-mediated [vDMR+19]. Pkl1 [YIT+15]. places [MRWM+18].
Plakophilin [DKA+16]. Plakophilin-2 [DKA+16]. planar
[KZ+18, iNLM+19]. plant [BLPV+17, NLS+18, YTT+17]. plants
[DMC+17]. plaque [GWF+17]. Plasma
[RS+16, AKTR+18, BJO+16, DQB+16, Di+17, DZ+15, EEE+16, GDD+15,
GC+15, GPD+19, HHBG+17, MPH+15, MCGC+15, MHA+19, PD+19,
PK+16, RB+16, RS+15, SKZ+18a, TG+15, Yud+19]. plastic [Sil+16b].
plasticity [BSL+15, BLZ+15, DSL+17, FAH+17, LMR+17, LZD+16,
NGG+16, PNE+19, SVD+15, WBL+15]. plasticity-induced [BSL+15].
potential [SSL+17, SM18, ZGDS+16], potential-dependent [SSL+17],
power [Les15-29, vV17a], powerhouse [OI18a]. PP1 [LSMG18],
pre-chylomicrons/VLDLs [SNOBM16]. pre-mRNA [TTC+16].
premRNPs [BPW15]. premRNPs/mRNA [BPW15]. prepares [KHA+18]. Prepatterning [NVP17]. Preprotein [CST+17, BHB+18].
preribosome [BPH+15]. Presenilin [EPF16]. Presenilin-2 [EPF16].
presentation [YZY+15]. presenting [ST17]. presents [DJV+16].
preventing [KMRD+16, ZLZD16]. prevents [DPS+18, PMRM17, RSG+15, VXF+15].
Primary [VAKB+18, ALLA18, ASPY+16, BRACA+16, GDB+17, JNW15, LTG+18, MFP17, OTG+18, Ot+16, PhHS+16, PSL+17, PM15]. prisms [Ger18, ZGDS+16]. priming [FSB+15, KCB+16, KMK+17a, KMK+17b].
primordial [CAK16]. principles [LDG18]. Prion [Hkm15, OCS15, GUM+18, HKG17, VZ17]. Prion-like [Hkm15, GUM+18, VZ17]. prions [Sed15c]. PRMT [AZS+15].
PRMT-1-dependent [AZS+15]. pro [CKM+16, SG17]. Pro- [SG17]. pro-regenerative [CKM+16]. Proactive [GML16]. probability [BZG+17].
Problems [MB15]. process [DB15b, GCZ+19]. processes [BSP+17].
processing [AS17, CYT+18, GHS16a, GHS16b, KMRD+16, LFT+16, LGH+18, RS19, Sho15-49, TTC+16, TBL+15].
progenitor [CSS+18, CLL+16, FGI15, LJI17b, SCP+17, YVIMS18, dlFEvW+15].
progenitors [TGJ+17, WYHG17, WRGB+15]. program [DAG+15, GCVVAGS+18, PS16, Sho16w]. programmed [CLH+18].
programs [HCS+18]. Progranulin [CB16, Sho15-47, NBC+16, ZSDO+15].
progression
[BS18, BBHBFS18, DKR+19a, DKR+19b, HGC+19, JPC+17, Les15c, LLW+15, NKW+19, OSI+15, SLW+18, SENL+15, SNB+18, WWTF17].
progressively [ACRM17]. proinsulin [FWL+17, TSK+18, TSK+19].
projection [ADBST+15]. proliferating [IGK+16]. proliferation
[BP19c, CAKL16, CM18, CRA+19, Col18, FC19, HBWY18, KPEJ17, LJ17b, MLR+16, PLG+15, SBS+18, TSJ+15]. Prolonged
[GMT18, LDU+16, LH15]. prometaphase [SRT+18]. promote
[BVR+17, Bro16, BJL+18, CZZ+15, CQB+19, CLO+19, DSS+15, DSB6, DCO+12, DCO+16, EAW+17, GLC+19, GCA+17, HMC+16, JDZ+16, KTM19, LTC+16, LHT+19, LZC+15, LLW+17, LWH+18, MAJ+17, MNLB16, MCL+15, NLS+18, OSI+15, OPF+19, Pri17, Sho17, SWPS+19, SKL+18, SNC+17, SCL+16, VYB+19, WTS+19, WSC+19, ZNR+18, ZGZ+15].
promoted [HLEM+18]. promoter [GCL+15, WWY+18]. promotes
[APHH+19, ALY+17, ACG+15, ARV+18, BKH+15, BSL+15, BAGM17, BS17b, CIS+17, CLBB15, DFB+18, DBC+15, DLH+19, DKA+16, FdSR+17, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GDD+15, GBK+17, GHKW+19, GWF17, GHS16a, GHS16b, HSZ+18, IZZ+18, IBG+15, IYP+18, ISL+18, KBKW19, KMG+15, KMLG+16, KMC+19, LAMACE+17, LFK+17a, LNS+19, LLL+18, LTB+17, MMW+19, MF17, MBS+17, MBG+18b, NHCB15, OBY+15, PNE+19, PAC+15, PBL+16, PSP+15, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, QZY+19, RGM+16, RMB+18, RKK+18, SCNT+18, SXT+16, SSSG+18, SQC+16, Sho15-44, SOW+17, SHH+16, SCP+15, SNM+16, THA+16, TSJ+15, UD+16, VKT+15, VGB+17, WMB+15, WMH+18, Woo18, gXNG+15, gXNG+16, XJQ+17, XLW+18, YTL15, YKO+16, YHG+17, ZCL+15]. promoting
[ECAB+16, GHF+16, HNF+18, PTK16, ST17, WRV15]. prophase
[PTT+19]. Proasposin [ZSDO+15]. prostaglandin [CBAP+17]. prostate
[Les15-30, NKW+19, TF19]. Protease [SBS+18, RDN+19, WLJ18, RFG19]. proteases
[BMC15, CC19]. protosomal [CYT+18, SPGB+17, UOT+16]. proteosome
[PAM+16, SSSR18, Sho18d]. protect
[AMT+15, BCM+19, CMTH+15, VZFG+18]. Protecting [IO18, OR17]. protection
[JJW17, RS19, Sho15-64]. protects [BMM+19, DWB+17, HSN+16, LUC+15, NLS+18, OPP+18, Sho16b, Sho16-27, WW16]. Protein
[BSL+15, BBK16, GNM16, HPB19, Nil19, RM19, RSvW+15, SM18, SS18, SB19, AWS+16, AKD+17, BPH+18, BCH+17, Boh18, BSP16, BG18, BPW+17, Can16, CJ16, CMM+15, CMB+18, CNN+17, DMC+16, DWH+17b, DLZ+15, DLBMA+15, FdSR+17, FKG+19, FCLoS19, GPP+18, GY18, GDB+15, GLS+15, Gli17, HKG17, HZB+15, IdSCB+16, IZZ+18, IG15, ISK+15, JHF+15, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, KJTY19, KMC+19, KML+15, LPWK15, LHY+19, Les15z, Les16i, LMPG+15, LSJY15, LCZ+16, LLW+17, LGH+18, LHB+18, MDOS19, MLJ+16, Mok16, MFP+17, MWF+15, NCV+16,
Quinlan [O’D17e].

WDM+15, WWT18, WCL+18, WSP+18, WHS+19, WKM+15, XWZ+15, YTGA16, ZPT+15, ZLG+15, ZGZ+15, ZAAN17, dlFEvW+15. **Regulating** [ABPS17, FG15, Har16, FBX+15, GCJ+15, GCH15, HSB+19, HQW15, IGK+16, IYP+18, KGN+15, LLK+17, LTS17, MpnDN+17, RDH+19, SSV+18, SVD+15, WYHG17, WBNH18, XJG+17, YAHH15, ZTR+17]. **Regulation** [CYH+16, CHS+17, CAl+15, CAA+17, Far16, KSL+17, LEM17, MF16b, PC17, RMMS+17, TJMM+18, TM18, ZAT+19, ABP+19, AOL+18, AKD+17, BBS+17, Can17, CLLL17, DZL+15, DB15a, FAH+17, GCD+19, GP17, HBH+19, HH18, HDA+17, HZM+15, JNS+19, KQM+19, LAMACE+17, LJ16, LJS+16a, LJS+16b, LZH+18, MGA19, MC16, MSK+19, MSL16, NHH17, Nil19, NPQ+17, OBS+17, PTMP+15, PMP+17, SJJ+19, SXT16, Sch17b, STF18, SK16b, SK18a, SL19, YWW17, ZCL+15, vDMR+19, vGWC+18, CL17]. **regulator** [CJ17, EMB+15, FG15, FdAV+17, KB16, PPB+15, QYP+17, QPZ+17, SLW+18, SIO+16, SIBM17, VWM+18, VMP16, WPA+18, Dic17]. **regulators** [BCMM+19, CPP+18, KJC+15, MCGM15a, MCGM15b, WZC+15]. **regulatory** [DUL+19, JGCAC+15, POTZ15, RND+17, SM18, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, VZB19, WBL+15, WHB+18, ZLG+15]. **reinnervation** [SCP+15]. **reintroduction** [KdBKvdK15, SKVvdK15]. **rejection** [vHGD+15]. **related** [BCMM15, CD18, DMC+16, MGE+15, VAB+18, CKKG17]. **relates** [LLZ+19]. **relations** [BFPD19]. **relationships** [CID17, TKM16]. **relatives** [CZM+18]. **relax** [GF16]. **relaxation** [GBD+18]. **relaxes** [EW17]. **RELCH/KIAA1468** [SiYM+18]. **release** [BLZ+15, BZG+17, CZZ+15, DNMB16, Das17, GSD+15, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW+19, MG17, Nie19, NLH+19, PNE+19, PMW18, Rab17, SPD+17, SZSS18, SZL+16, SK18b, XJG+17, YWW17]. **released** [BJB+18]. **releasing** [KMJ+18]. **reliant** [ZCH+18]. **relies** [FFG+18]. **relieves** [Sho15-42]. **relieving** [LM15]. **relocalize** [IBFDB18]. **remain** [LJ17a]. **remnant** [Ott16]. **remodel** [LLAC18a, LLAC18b]. **remodeled** [CO19]. **remodeler** [GCA+17]. **Remodeling** [CAP+16, BPH+15, CRPSC+19, GCW+16, HHF15G15, KFAMR17, MEE+17, OMKM16, PLH18, SJJ+19, Sho16p, VCD+15, WW16, Lac19]. **remodels** [AKTR18, BMW+18]. **removal** [PhHS+16, PM15]. **remove** [MGO+18, YNN18]. **remyelination** [Sho15-72]. **renal** [DSH+18, LAMACE+17, SQJ+15]. **renewal** [TZC+15]. **reorganization** [CYT+18, DTM+16, LZD+16]. **reorientation** [BP19a, BP19b, LNS+19, LNL+18]. **Repair** [HSK+19, AWL18, ABGG16, BLL15, Can19, CPP+18, CR18, DQB+16, EEE+16, EMRS+18, GCZ+19, GCA+17, GRB19, GCW+16, HHF15G15, LWZ+18, LS16, LCD+17, LPHH16, Lov18, MCGC+15, MpnDN+17, NVP17, NIN+19, PLG+15, PMHB17, Pri17, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, SG19, Sho15-36, Sho17f, SOP+16, SJ16, XZ+18, YGM+17, vV17a]. **repairs** [RS16]. **Replicate** [Gom17]. **replicates** [LBG+17]. **replicating** [CST+16]. **Replication** [OO18, AWL18, BG18, BHS18, BCMM+19, CQB+19, CRS+17,
Col18, DKS15, Ger15, GRB19, HSN+16, Hyr15, Les16g, Lov18, MLJ+16, MN17, PST18, RS19, RLS18a, RLS18b, SPH+19, SD16b, TBL+15, UDH+16, WSP+18, XRH+18a, XRH+18b, YGMR+17, ZDM+15.

Retrogr...
IZZ+18, Sho15-51, LDR+19. secretases [CKS+15]. Secreted [HGD+15].
[JJB+19, MCS+15, PA19]. **Shaping**

[SBM17, JHC+16, LDG18, O’D17a, O’D17d]. share [Sho15-54]. **Sharma**

[Inf19a]. **Sharon** [Sed16e]. **She1** [ZAT+17]. shear

[BLO+16, FDR+16, Nic16]. **shed** [FD18]. **Shedding**

[HYC16, SAK+18, LFT+16]. **sheds** [RMOG17]. **sheet**

[FGR+18, OSL+19, WS18]. **shell** [Ver18]. shift [WHL17]. shifting

[CKM+16, May15, Pow15f]. **Shiga** [SIBM17]. **SHIP2** [RHC+16]. shock

[AB18, Can17]. **Shootin1** [KBT+15]. **short** [Les16e, McE19, vS15]. show

[JhZbYmp15, Sho15-69, SKO+15, ZZMC+15]. **showcases** [Les16a]. shows

[Les15d, Sho15-62]. **shrink** [Les15k, Sho16a]. **Shruff** [Jor16f]. **Shutting**

[vV17a]. **shuttle** [HR17]. side [BYMS+19, BBHBFS18, Jor16e, Sho18f]. **sides** [Sho15b]. **Sigma1** [SBP+16]. **signal**

[AS17, CHB+16, GGA+17, KBT+15, KDV+15, Sho17h, Sho17i, SCL+19]. signaling

[AUTM16, APHH+19, ASM+15, BJB+18, BBSA+16, BSP16, BDZ+15, CD18, CS16a, CAKL16, CIS+17, CNRR+17, CRA+19, CJ17, CAA+17, CKKG17, DGS+18, DLT+18, ED17, EPF16, FVF+16, FG16, FC19, FLS+16, GPAA+18, GKK16a, GKK16b, GDB+15, GP17, GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a, GCGAS+18, GKK16, GPD+19, GYS18, GKC+17, GKGK+18, HBM+19, HPW+17, HHS+16, HB18, IdSCB+16, JJJ+15, JRR+16, KDA+17, KG15, KZW+18, KBT+19, KNL+17, KLS+19, KNQ+19, LK+17, LDU+16, LR18, LFT+16, LKM+15, MBT16, MPW+19, MZN+17, OKN+16, OW+19, PDZ+18, PLD+15, RP18W17, RC15, SBS+18, Sch19, Sch17b, SSV+18, Sed15x, SD19, Sho15y, Sho17b, SL19, SYK+17, THA+16, TCWM18, TSJ+15, VB1+18a, VB1+18b, WBNH18, WV18a, WBL+15, XMJ+19, XG+17, YY+15, YPY+15, YSR+18, ZLG+15, dFEvW+15, vDM+19, vVFM+17, ODH19]. **signals** [CF15, CSTM+17, CPB+16, KMJ+18, LZC+15].

signature [SGB+17]. **signatures** [PCK+17]. silence [RMR17]. **Silencing**

[CHZ+17, LPRW17, LLS+16]. **Silva** [O’D19e]. **Simple** [TRM+16]. **simplicity** [TKG+19].

**Single**

[DCP+19, NHA+19, NiG+18, BYMS+19, ISL+18, PBS+16, PH16, SPJ+15, SLD+15, TBK+16, VB1+18a, VB1+18b]. **single-headed** [TBK+16].

**Single-molecule** [NiG+18, SPJ+15]. **single-particle** [SLD+15].

**singularity** [BDZ+15]. **SipA** [SKL+18]. **Sir4** [LPRW17]. **SIRF**

[RLS18a, RLS18b]. **SIRFing** [BG18]. **siRNA** [MLJ+16, SIBM17]. **SIRP**

[LBV+17]. **sisRNAs** [Sho15-52]. **sister** [SNB+18, TH18]. **sisters** [Lov18].

**site** [CGY+19, NP15, PAM+16, SSM+18, SZ17a]. **sites** [BDK+18, CVL+19, CR18, GSRG+18, GCW+16, GBM+15, KHA+18, KBJ16, KLHC+18, LFK+17b, MKS17, MSLK+18, MYN+17, NC18, OLL+17, PMHB17, PHA+17, RBP+17, SA19, SKZ+18a, VMA+15, VMA+15, VMA+15, ZNR+18].

situ [NDC+19, RLS18a, RLS18b]. **size**

[AOL+18, AWS+18, GM18, LDM15, LK17, PCP17, SWS+19].

**size-dependent** [AOL+18]. **Ska** [ACRM17, RGM+16]. **SKAP** [KNPC16].

**skeletal** [LNH+15, PLG+15, SAF+19, SFZ+17]. **Ski2** [VLZ15]. **Ski2-family** [VLZ15]. **skin** [CAI+15, FC15, Fuc15, Sho15-64, WZW+15]. **SLAMF1**
[ABF+16, BNKB15, KD17b, Sho15-58, ZCH+18, AvdH16, APHH+19, BBS+17, BTV16, BCS+17, BS17b, CHS+17, CSC+15, CO19, FFATC15, FTDc17, FC19, FBX+15, GHS16a, GHS16b, HAPC+19, HK15, IBFDB18, IWM+16, IG15, KNPC16, KY15, LSGM18, LDG+15, ML15a, MSLK+18, MGW18, iQLN+19, NHCB15, NDC+19, ORS+15, PUTM15, PCF+19, PMRM17, PDZ18, PCP17, RO18, RND+17, SLW+18, SFG+17, SPWM15, Sho15h, Sho15u, Sho15-59, SHO+18g, TWD+17, UOT+16, VGY+17, WGI16, Woo18, YLIW+15, YAH115, YTT15, ZLZD16, ZAT+17]. spindle-centering

[ZCH+18]. Spindle-E [ABF+16]. spindles

[Das17, GSC+16, Sho15w, Sho18c]. Spindly

[Sho15-60, GPS+17, MKA+17, MWF+15]. spine [WQD+18]. spines

[BBL+15, GSS+17, LMR+17, LIZD+16, LSS+15, Sho17a]. spindly

[ML+16], spinogenesis [RKK+18]. splice [Sed15]. spliced [RSC+19]. splicing

[MOCGD+17, OOT+18, PPB+15, RYS+15, VLZ15]. sporation [Sho16-32]. sporation

[BP19a, BP19b, Sed15]. spots

[BP19a, BP19b, HHT+16, Sho15-70]. Spotting [Pow15]. Spots

[SPL2] [NLS+18]. spread [Sho15-61, VZ17]. spreading [BVR+17, FVFI+16]. sprouting

[NWD+19]. spurs [Sho16-32]. SQST1 [WCY+16a, WCY+16b]. squeeze [LW16a]. Squeezing [SR17a]. SR [BMS+17, HR17]. Src [BBD+18, KG15, TQA+19, ANM+19, CEM+15, DPT+18, HHS+16, Sho18f, WWY+18]. Src-

[GBD+18]. Src-mediated [ANM+19, WWY+18]. Srf

[RHPH+18, FBBRCA+18]. SRP [FCLoS19]. SRP-receptor [FCLoS19].

[AGL+15, BRH+16, BRY+19, Can19, CQB+19, EFM17, HPB19, HSN+16, KBT+19, KGN+15, LLL+18, MGT+19, MHS+15, PBG+15, SSV+18, SFA+19, TT19, WGEH+18, XSJ18, YSM+17, ZAT+17]. Stabilization

[QYC+17, BSL+15, DBC+15, LNS+19, PSL+17, SID+18]. stabilize

[BG1+16, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, KMC+19, RHC+16]. stabilizes [ASZ+18, ALY+17, DLZ+15, EG19, GBK+17, GBM+15, JKD+19, NIS+16, SMA+19]. stabilizing [NKP+15]. Stable

[POTZ15, BGH18, GCL+15, KMBO+15, LCP+15]. stably

[CSF+17, CSF+18]. stacks [Les15]. stage [ITN+17, WGI16]. stages

[NDL17]. stalled [Les15, RS19]. Stardust [DK17, PMRMS17]. starfish

[BPSK+16, Ver16]. start [Les15]. starting [Sch15]. Starvation

[MOS+18, MTGG18, NPU+16, SvsZ+16, VTG+16, VLvdKR18]. Starving

[Les15-27]. STAT3 [RMMS+17]. state

[BMS+17, HLW+15, HAPC+19, SRI+19]. states

[JP+16, RRR+17, VRK+17, WVM+18]. static [Nel17]. stationary

[GSKL+18]. status [MP18]. stay [FV17, Sho15-32, Sho16a]. Staying [SA19].

[Sto5] [vDMR+19]. STED [SBM+19]. steering [WRH+16]. steers [Les15o]. Stem

[KF18, ASPY+16, BSK+19, CNC+18, CSG+15, CEM+15, CM18, DSC+18, FG15, GBHR15, GCC+18, KPEJ17, LLK+17, Les15y, LWF+15, PLG+15,
PA19, RMB⁺18, SZF⁺15, Sed15e, Sho15-62, Sho16c, Sho17g, SR17a, SCP⁺17, TGG⁺17, TST⁺17, TSJ⁺15, UGH⁺16, VY18, VZFG⁺18, WCY⁺16a, WCY⁺16b, WHB⁺18, XTS⁺15, YLND⁺16, ZGDS⁺16, THG19.


summits [O'D18f]. SUMO [RFG19, Sho15-63]. SUMO/protease [RFG19].

Taking [FB15, LS16, Pfe16, Sho15q, Sho15-47, Sho16-37]. TALE [Les16g, SA19, Jor16f, Pow15i, Pow15j]. TALI [SNOBM16]. talin [GLC+19, GYS18, KOV+16a, KOV+16b]. talk
tango [Sho15q, Pfe16]. TANGO1 [Gli17, MKS17, RBP+17, SNOBM16, LFK+17b]. Tapping [DK16, Yud19].
target
[AMS+17, CMM+15, KV+17, MTN+16, SPMM+17, SAK+18, SCP+17]. targeted [HHT+16, NDL17, OSR+15]. targeting
[BHS+16, DMS+15, HPB19, IWM+16, KJC+15, SKZ+18b, WLJ16]. TAT1 [FFBRC+18]. TATA [PLH18]. Tatsushi [O’D18f]. Tau
[QYC+17, SID+18, VXF+15]. Tau-dependent [QYC+17]. taxol [MHA+16]. taxol-treated [MHA+16]. TAZ [MCD+19, PGRY+19, GCC+18, NW+19].
tectum [CED+15, Les15]. telangiectasia [BLO+16]. tell [Sho15z]. telomerase [OLL+17]. Telomere
[MB17b, AGGSF+16, CG17, DKS15, Ger15, LSJY15, RSG+15]. telomere-associated [LSJY15]. Telomere-driven [MB17b].
telomere-targeting [MB17b]. Telomeres
[FFÁTC15, Sho16-33, DKS15, Sho15-73]. template [cLNF+16]. temporal
[AS17, GGA+17, HPB19, WLC+17, YVIMS18]. temporally [BMP+18].
tensile [KJZ+19, MRO+15]. Tensin [DN17, GLJ+17]. tensin-dependent
[GLJ+17]. tension [CAP+16, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, KS17, KD17b, KOV+16a, KOV+16b, LVE+15, LDMW+15, MHA+16, PMG+17, RMB+19, Sho15-65, TCD+15, TNK18]. tensions [BHS18]. tent [CHC+18, PH+18].
term [FTAB+15]. Terminal
[vHG+15, DAG+15, GDV19, LHZ+18, OBY+15, SCL+16, NL16, SER+15]. terminals [FSF+15, KG19]. termination [IKK+18]. terminus [MRWM18].
test [Sho16q, Sho17a, SLH17]. testosterone [GLL+18a]. tether
[FR16, HCC+17, Lac19, LCTP17, SJ+19, SES+19]. tethered [PLD17].
tethering [HZB+15, MGW18, NO19, QYY+16, TCP+15, XLM+18]. tethers
[AKTR18, CWT+19]. tetramer [FKO+18]. tetraspanin [OPP+18].
tetraspanins [DCO+12, DCO+16]. TFE [NWY+15]. TGF
[DKA+16, YVZ+15]. TGF- [DKA+16]. TGN [DOA+17, VMR+19]. their
therapeutic [MG18]. therapies [MB17b, TG19]. therapy [ASPY+16].
There [Sho17]. thereby [WEQ+15]. things [Jor16d, O’D19d, Sed16d].
Thinking [MC15, She15, SB17]. thiol [RGOS⁺16]. thiol-based [RGOS⁺16].
Thirty [HK15]. Thomas [Sed15w]. Thoru [Pow15k]. thought [Yel18].
Three [FAH⁺17, Sho16-34, VLP⁺15, JhZbYmP15, MSW⁺07, MSW⁺17, MG16, Sho17i, SB17]. three-alarm [Sho17i]. three-step
[MSW⁺07, MSW⁺17]. Three-tier [FAH⁺17]. threshold
[WXC⁺18, XPZ⁺19]. thrombopoiesis [NNK⁺15]. Thrombospondin
[RKK⁺18]. throughout [MGA19]. throughout [BCG⁺19, Pow16d].
Thy [FSB⁺15, Sed15x]. Thy-1 [FSB⁺15, Sed15x]. thyself [Sho15g].
Tiam [GKK16a, GKK16b]. ticket [Sho15i]. tier [FAH⁺17]. tight
[ONT⁺19, SOI⁺18, SLM⁺15, TE15]. tiki [LPHH16]. Tilted [FGR⁺18].
TIM23 [RPMC⁺16]. Time [CSA19, WHB⁺18, BPW15, FJ17, Gom17, Jor16c, Les16f, MSvO17, O’D18a, SP⁺15, SHC⁺18]. Time-resolved
[CSA19, WHB⁺18]. timeline [Sho15-66]. timely
[ABPS17, DOH⁺17, SOP⁺16]. timer [BMP⁺18, MF16a]. timing
[MN17, OO18, PST⁺18]. TIMP [SAF⁺19]. tip
[Les15m, LHB⁺18, NDRJ15, YVM18]. Tipping [AvdH16]. tips
[MOM⁺18, Sed15t, Sho15-71, Sho16i, THA⁺16]. Tissue [HF15, LLS⁺16, CPP⁺18, Jan18, JNS⁺19, KS19, KTM19, KQM⁺19, LDP⁺15, O’D16b, PLG⁺15, SBM17, Sho17l, SBC⁺16a, SBC⁺16b, SLG⁺18, TY16, YEM⁺19].
tissues [FBPN⁺18, Nel17]. Titration [CRC⁺15]. Tks5 [CLO⁺19].
Tkv [LWF⁺15]. TLR3 [HCS⁺18]. TLR4 [HS16, SQC⁺16, YSR⁺18].
TLR4-mediated [YSR⁺18]. TLR7 [HCS⁺18]. TLR8 [HCS⁺18].
TMEM231 [RDO⁺15, Sho15-67]. TMEM41B [MHI⁺18]. TMX1
[RGOS⁺16]. TNT [SS19]. TNT-like [SS19]. TOG [BS17b]. TOG-tubulin
[BS17b]. together
[MB17a, O’D18c, O’D18g, Sed15k, Sed15w, Sho18b, TH18]. tolerance
[RMS⁺18, YGMR⁺17]. tolerogenic [VRK⁺17]. Toll [MNLB16, OG16].
Toll-like [OG16]. Toll-tally [OG16]. Tolls [FAH⁺17]. TOM [WEQ⁺15].
Tom22 [WLJ18]. Tom70 [BHH⁺18]. tool [ISK⁺15, LLZ⁺19]. toolbox
[PBG18]. tools [BOL17, WLC⁺17]. tooth [AUTM16, SK16a]. TOPBP1
[LS16, LCD⁺17, MWW⁺16, SG17, PKN⁺15]. TOPII [MGSO⁺18]. Topo
[Sho16-36]. topoisomerase [ABGG16, EJK⁺16, YTGA16, LRS⁺17].
topology [GRU18, MRWM18, SLG⁺18]. TORC1
[MP17a, MYN⁺17, vdVF⁺17]. TORC1-independent [MP17a]. TORC2
[LT19b, MYN⁺17, RBM⁺19, VMP⁺16]. TORC2-mediated [VMP⁺16].
touchy [Les15p]. touchy-feely [Les15p]. toxicity [MCH⁺18].
toxin [LH19, SIBM17]. Toxoplasma [RNP⁺17]. TPX2
[AATP17, BCMM⁺19, Can19, FBX⁺15]. TPXL [MSK⁺18]. TPXL-1
[MSK⁺18]. TR [GX16]. track [Ava18, EFM17, Sho15-53]. Tracking
[DB15b, Sho16-35, JPD⁺16, SP⁺15, PH16, Pow15h]. traction
[DPGS⁺18, JhZbYmP15]. traffic
[DS16b, HHT⁺16, Inf19a, Jor16e, MAJ⁺17, MP17b, WDM⁺15, WHS⁺19]. Trafficking
[dlRHM⁺18, BhHS⁺17, BKH⁺15, BBC⁺16, CWI⁺19, CJ17,
DCO+12, DCO+16, DLBMA+15, EPF16, FWL+17, Far16, FCB+09, FCB+19, GLS+15, GSS+17, IM16, MRGWB+16, MSCS19, MFP17, MF16b, ODH19, SSC+19, SIBM17, Sor17, ZsdD+15, ZWS+16]. trail

TRAMM/ [MHSD+15]. tranquilizes [Sho15y]. trans
[CBM+16, DsvNA+15a, DsvNA+15b, GKK16a, GKK16b, Sed15p].
trans-endocytosis [GKK16a, GKK16b]. trans-Golgi [CBM+16, Sed15p].
trans-interaction [DsvNA+15a, DsvNA+15b]. Transcription
[EMRS+18, BMP+18, BGH18, Cas17a, CDF+18, DAG+15, Ger18, HHBG17, LT18, NWFY15, PBC+15, RHCS+16, SPK+18, Sed16b, TSB+18, UD+16].
Transcriptional [OBY+15, SK18a, VRK+17, Bob17, CMM+15, CIK+17, DMG+19, FBBRCA+18, GVCAGS+18, HCS+18, KF18, QJP+17, SIO+16, SXT16, XMJ+19]. transcriptome [LJ16]. transcriptomics [WHB+18].

transcytosis [NDL17]. transducer [ITN+17]. transduces [VCD+15].
Transducing [CF15]. transduction [KBT+15]. transfer
[AFO+16, CPCtr+15, GY18, KTK+18]. transferrin [DNMB16].
transforming [KKD+16]. Transient [LXR+15]. transit
[BGH18, WWW+18]. Transition
[VPD+16, DCF+17, LW+19, RDO+15, SXT16, SSPD15, YNN18].
translating [KP18, O’D19e]. Translation
[PBL+19, PBS+16, PH16, SPMM+17, SG18a, SG18b, VLP+15].
Translational [NPÖ+17, Inf18c, O’D19a, SL19]. translationally
[SEN+15]. translesion [Sho15-36, TSFP+15]. translocase
[CS+17, RDN+19]. translocates [PLH18]. translocation
[CCQ+18, GDV19, IkrRM16, SSL+17, TYD+15, WYo17]. translocon
[KDV+15, SCG17]. Transmembrane [GSM+15, GKG+18, SLG+18].
transmigration [NLH+19]. Transmission
[SLG+18, KTM19, KOV+16a, KOV+16b, PKN+15]. transmitted [FSF+15].
transport [AGB+19, BMF+18, BCH+17, CPBG19, CDT+19, CNN+17, CGPB17, CZL+15, CHI+15, CCV+19, DOA+17, Ddar+16, GHD+17, GYK+17, GWF17, JERL+15, JNW15, KKC+19, KHRL17, KLHC+18, KOK+19, KJON+17, LCTP17, LE16, LLS+18, LDG+15, Mes16, MHA+19, MWT+16, NiYT+16, NH17, OI18b, OOT+18, RM19, RFG19, SIO+16, SD19, SMK+18, Sho15-35, SDHC17, VGB+17, VXV+15, XTT+18, YTH+17, YDM+18, YWW17, YSM+17, ZYL+16]. transported
[ADBST+15]. transporter [GWZ+19, HDA+17, MST+15]. transporters
[MYN+17]. transports [SS19, TBK+16, VYB+19]. trap [SAO+17].
TRAPP [RGMM18]. TrappC12 [MHSD+15]. TRAPP II [TF16].
TRAPPII [TF18]. trapping [GHC+17]. traps [WWT18]. trash
[Blu15b, VR18]. travels [SS19]. TrCP [XWZ+15]. Tre1 [LL17, TCWM18].
treated [MHA+16]. treatment [BS18]. treatments [ZDM+15]. TREX
[EMRS+18]. TREX-2 [EMRS+18]. triage [Sed15n]. tricellular [SLM+15].
trichoplein [IGK+16]. TRIF [YSR+18]. TRIF-dependent [YSR+18].

Uncoordinated [YYM+18]. uncoupled [LJ17a]. underlies
[DKM+15, SPWM15, YYM+18]. understanding
[Inf19b, Jor16a, LS18, RS19, Mar17]. Unearthing [Pow15g]. unequal
[LLS+16]. unexpected [Mok16]. unfolding [Sed16e]. Unidirectional
[OKN+16]. Unipotent [WRGB+15]. Unique [PCK+17, VAB+18].
universally [DBS18]. unlicensed [CNC+18]. unpredictability [LH15].
up-regulation [ZCL+15]. uPARAP [JNS+19]. uPARAP-mediated
[JNS+19]. upon
[KdBKvdK15, LCP+15, LBV+17, LMC+18, MTM+17, SSRG18]. UPR
[ITN+17]. upregulated [CHH+15]. ups [ZZ16]. Ups2 [AFO+16, MWT+16].
upstream [FG15]. uptake [CJS+18, GLL+18a, JNS+19, LLZ+19]. use
[Ava18, PLD17, Sho15f]. Usher [SPE+17a]. Using [Les16i, AHS+18,
BCG+19, CZV+18, ISL+18, Juh16, SERP16, TCWM18, BA18]. UsnRNP
[PMP+17]. USP10 [KPA+16]. Usp16 [ZGZ+15]. USP28
[LDU+16, MAK+16]. USP30 [RDH+19]. USP9X [KMC+19]. utilizing
[AKTR18].

\( v \) [ZT15, DB15a, TBK+16, YWW17, WHB+18]. \( v\text{-ATPase} \) [WHB+18].
\( v\text{-ATPase/WHB+18}. \) vaccinia [PMW18]. vacuole
[AKTR18, BPL+18, JJJ17, PHA+17, SE19, Sho15-32, SE18, MST+15].
vacuole/lysosome [JJ17, SE18]. vacuoles [GRU18]. vagaries [Pow16a].
Validating [JJ19]. valve [GGF+19, WBL+15]. VAMP7
[DDAR+16, VJ15]. VAMP8 [MPH+15]. VAMP8-dependent
[MPH+15]. VAPB [CCH+17]. VAPs [HCC+17]. variant [RSC+19].
variants [OOT+18]. varicosity [GJW+17]. varying [Ol18b]. Vascular
[YGW+17, LWZ+18, VAKB+18]. vasculature [Sho17e]. VASP [LWZ+18].
Vav3 [HNF+18]. Vav3-induced [HNF+18]. VCAM [LAMACE+17].
VCAM-1 [LAMACE+17]. VDAC2 [iHMM+17]. VE
[CBH+15, DsvNA+15a, DsvNA+15b, GDB+15, JKD+19, Sho15v].
VE-cadherin
[CBH+15, DsvNA+15a, DsvNA+15b, GDB+15, JKD+19, Sho15v]. VE-PTP
[JKD+19]. VEGF [Sho15-71]. VEGFR2 [CBH+15]. VEGFR3 [CBH+15].
velocity [AGB+19]. Ventura [Cas17b]. versatile [GSC+16]. versus
[DS16a, ST16a]. vertebrate [HKT+17, SSdLA+15]. vertebrates [OTG+18].
vesicle [BLPV+17, JHC+16, Juh16, KCB+16, KMK+17a, KMK+17b,
Sho15-35, TF16, UBBSM15]. vesicles
[BBZ+17, DB15b, JPD+16, KMJ+18, MLMF16, NN17, RM19, RNP+17,
SES+19, SZSS18, SKN19, SCP+17, SW18, ZIM+17]. vessels
[FG16, Pow16a, TCWM18]. VHL [LAMACE+17]. VI [RHH+18]. via
[ASZ+18, ASM+15, BKH+15, BJ18, CBAP+17, CAKL16, CMNB+15,
CRS+17, CCY+19, DWH+17a, DDAR+16, DCB+15, FBBRCA+18, FRP+17,
Gcz+19, GCC+17, HKH16, JKD+19, KG15, KSM+18, KLS+19, KD17b,
KJF+18, LAMACE+17, LSMG18, LHY+19, LMPG+15, LJ17b, LZD+16,
LZH+18, LSS+15, MFVS18, MBF17, MBC+19, NHA+19, OMKM16, PLH18, PLS+15, PAC+15, PMRMS17, PKC+16, PBL+16, RKK+18, SS19, SOII18, SKZ+18a, SK18b, SYK+17, TTU+17, UBBSM15, WWZ+18, WSP+18, XJ18, YVM18, YKO+16, vDMR+19. viability [BRY+19, SFZ+17].
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[Sed15u]. works [Sho15b]. wound
[CPP+18, HLHFG15, LLC+17, MCGM15a, MCGM15b, NVP17, ZPT+15]. wounds [TCWM18]. Wrapping [Boh18].

X [CAI+15, OSW+17, dIFeW+15]. XBP1 [TSK+18, TSK+19]. Xenopus [GHS16a, GHS16b, GSC+16, KZW+18, MH15, RBR19]. Xiaochen [Inf19b]. XLF [CQB+19, GRB19]. XPA [CR18]. Xpo7 [APK+18]. Xrpl [MCH+18].
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